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ABSTRACT

The main goal of this thesis is the measurgment of the total photoionization cross

section of gases, principally Ar, 02 and Nz, from approximately 200 to 600 -Ä., that is, in the

Extreme Ultraviolet (EW). The present aim is to reduce errors associated with the

experimental acquisition of data and to achieve cross sectional results with total relative

errofs of less ¡þ4y1+ 3yo.

The emphasis of the experimental work was on the construction of a pulsed power

supply capable of delivering peak currents of the order of a thousand amperes for use with

a condensed spark discharge lamp, the design and implementation of an electrometer, built

from discrete components, and a computer interface board.

Radiation from the lamp was dispersed by a grazing incidence monochromator before

being passed into a double ionization chamber. The ion currents produced by the

absorption of EUV radiation in the double ion chamber were grounded through their

respective electrometers, whose readings used with other physical measurements, results in

the total photoionization cross section being determined'
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CHAPTER 1

Photoabsorption by gases

1.1 Introduction

The ultraviolet spectrum (-2 to 4000 .Ä.¡ is diviaed into three parts with the extreme

ultraviolet ("Elry") denoting wavelengths less than - 1000 Ä. Solar ELfV, which

constitutes approximately 1.o/o of the total solar flux, consists principally of emission lines

that are totally absorbed by the earth's upper atmosphere. Solar EIIV is partially

responsible for the production of the ionosphere, a spherical shell of weakly ionized

plasma extending from about 50 km to over 1000 km. Absorption occurs primarily by

molecular nitrogen and oxygen coinciding with the E and F layers of the ionosphere,

between approximately 50 and 150 km. The most intense emission line in the quiet solar

spectrum below 600 Ä., (the longest rvavelength attainable here), is the 303.8 Ä He II line,

with the 256.3 Ä. Ue II and the 584.3 Ä. He I lines also being prominent. With increased

solar activity, the solar flux in the short EUV can increase in intensity between 3 to 10.

This, along with local factors, produces variations of the total ion concentration within the

ionosphere which directly influences long distance radio communications and also results

in ionospheric electrical currents which produces magnetic disturbances on the ground.

Exothermic reactions, with the vast majority involving ion-neutral interactions,

pump energy into the ionosphere thereby driving the dynamic processes of the earth's

upper atmosphere. Therefore, if the densrty profile for any of the major constituents is

known, then using accurately measured laboratory total photoionization cross section

(refened to as cross section from now on) values the ion production rates can be

determined, providing us r,vith the energy absorbed at any given altitude. Conversely,

accurately measured laboratory cross sections used in conjunction rvith known absorption

rates will provide improved density profrles. Actually the definitive model for the

ionosphere can only be achieved with the inclusion of accurate energy distribution



functions for both primary and secondary photoelectrons as they are an important

supplement of ionizing producing reactions. Accurate cross section measurements are also

of immense importance in the fields of astrophysics, planetary sciences and radiation

physics, chemistry and biology.

This work involves a study of the interaction of EUV with matter in a gaseous state,

with the "first-order" process being photoabsorption. The term first-order alludes to

interactions that are of the strongest form and are deduced from fltrst-order perturbation

theory. The most prominent photoabsorption process results from allowed electric-dipole

transitions, with allowed electric-quadrupole and magnetic-dipole, both of lvhich are

second-order interactions, interaction rate magnitudes reduced by a factor of

approximately 10u. Interactions involving photoabsorptions include photoexcitation and

photoionization, with the latter the most predominate in the EUV. Berkorvitz (1979)

provides a precis ofsecond-order processes, however these are significant only at

wavelengths outside the transmission range of the monochromator used here.

Previous researchers have measured cross sections with quoted accuracy's not

better than3Vo and with the majority closer to 10o/o. The aim here is to determine, with the

greatest possible accuracy (<3%), the cross sections of the major aeronomic gases at the

most intense EUV solar emission line wavelengths. In order to achieve this, experimental

difficulties, including the operation of sensitive instruments in the electrically noisy

environment as a result of the nature of the iight source used, must be overcome. It is

anticipated that this can be achieved with shielding and optical coupling techniques on the

data lines and the use of battery powered discrete component circuitry in instruments used

for the detection and measurement of photoionization products.

1.2 Atomic absorption

Photoabsorption is the process whereby the absorption of a photon by an atom,

result in the atom undergoing a transition to an excited state. Photoabsorption spectra, the

simplest being that for a hydrogen-like atom, are divided into regions of discrete and
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continuous absorption. The boundary between these regions coresponds to the ionization

threshold. The discrete absorption is indicative that below the ionization threshold the

atom can only exist in certain discrete energy states. The energy difference between the

final and initial states is equal to the enerry of the absorbed photon. The continuous

absorption implies an infinite number of energy states. With the application of a voløge

across the interaction region of the gas a clrrent is extracted. This current attests to the

formation of a free electron and positive ion with the electron stationary at infinity, that is

with respect to the ion, for a photon energy equal to the ionization threshold. For a photon

of energy greater than the ionization threshold the departing electron, to satis$r

conservation of momentum, carries most of the surplus energy as kinetic energy, "t", given

by the Einstein relation, "a: h V - Ei", where "h v" iS the phOtOn's energy and "Ei' is the

ionization potential. This relation assumes that the ion is left in it's gtound state. Figure

(1-1) shown overleaf pictorially describes the energy levels of an atom and its

corresponding absorption spectrum.

To fully appreciate this phenomenon and other process requires some knowledge of

quantum mechanics.

1.3 Quantum mechanics

Quantum mechanics is a mathematical physical theory that provides a method for

calculating quantities of atomic and molecular systems.

The foundation of quantum mechanics was the realisation by Planck and Einstein

that electromagnetic radiation can in some circumstances be thought of as possessing

particle-like properties. This enigmatic scenario was resolved by De Broglie with his

fundamental theory of matter-wave duality, which is best expressed by the equation

?r:h I p

J

(1.1)
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and as h is very small the duality effect only manifests itself in the realm of atomic

and subatomic particles. The above relation was later justified by electron diffraction

experiments that produced interference patterns similar to those obtained with light.

Another important aspect of quantum mechanics is the Heisenberg uncertainty principle,

which states that any attempt of a physical meastrement of a system results in a

distu¡bance of the system with the consequence of limiting the precision of the

measurement. The Heisenberg uncertainty principle is expressed as the canonically

conjugate equations,

ÁpAx>fr

AEAt>ñ (r.2)

and similar to De Broglie's matter-wave duality effect, the uncertainty principle is

significant only on the scale of atomic and subatomic particles.

From the above it is evident that to adequately describe an atomic, and for that

matter a molecular, system a suitable wave equation is necessary.

An atom consists of bound states of discrete enerry called eigenvalues, "En", that

are characterised by their matching wavefunctions (or eigenfunctions), "Y", which are

solutions to the eigenvalue equation,

HY:E"Y (l 3)

The Hamiltonian operator, "H", is a differential operator for the total energy of the

system, being equal to the sum of the kinetic and potential energies, and expressed in

terms of the momentum and positional coordinates of the particle. For Y to be physically

relevant it must O. rli,tJ,î valued, finite, and continuous everywhere, and with lV I'dt

(where lV l: lV .l o J I = v') defined as the spatial probability density distribution of

the electron. For bound states, "V --+0" exponentially with increasing distance from the
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nucleus, thereby ensuring that the spatial probability density is localised about the nucleus

Eigenfunctions are peculiar to each bound electron and can be equally characterised by

three "quantum numbers", "n", "l' and"m/" which defines the electron's orbital, the

orbital angular momentum and the component of the orbital angular momentum in the

direction of an applied external magnetic field, respectively. A fourth quantum number,

m", relates to the intrinsic spin of the electron where for multielectron atoms it interacts

with the orbital angular momentum to producq multiplet splitting. Pauli's exclusion

principle, another crucial axiom of quantum mechanics, requires that within the same

system there can never be more than one electron ín the same quantum state, that is no two

electrons can possess four identical quantum numbers. This is borne out in the existence

of chemically varying elements. In accordance with the exclusion principle two

eigenfunctions from the same atomic system must be orthogonal to each other, that is

co

f Vo V- dt:0 for n * m (1.4)

where n and m represent separate eigenstates originating from the same

Hamiltonian. This is essentially in accordance with the Bohr picture of the atom with the

electrons contained within well deflrned orbitals.

The Hamiltonian for the multielectron atom is

H: v.s(r, - *r, oj (1 5)

where V"m(r), is the net Coulomb potential experienced by an electron due to the

nucleus and the electrostatic force from the remaining j-1 electrons. The quantum

mechanical Hamiltonian is obtained with the substitution of the energy operator,

E: ilt ô

ôt

5
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to produce the time-dependent Schrödinger Equation, ("S.E."),

(r.7)

which is the required form for solving time varying interactions such as

photoabsorption (see footnote I below¡. The eigenfunctions are then given by an
(-ist)

expansion in terms of the stationary states, Yn : Xn a"(t) \+/lr) .\' n / 
, of the initial

unperturbed system. The energy operator from above, the momentum operator and the

linear operator, are all hermitian operators, and with Y known, they can be utilised to

calculate expectation values, within the limitations set by the Heisenberg uncertainty

principle. For example the expectation value for the radius of the electron's orbit, which is

comparable to the Bohr radius, is given by,

co

f"u. : J Y'(r,t) r Y(r,t) dV (1.8)

where "y+': ¡, the complex conjugate of Y. The expectation value or the aveÍage

of a real observable quantity can be found using it's corresponding operator.

The potential V"6(r) is non-central, and this enswes an inabilifv to solve the S.E.

directiy, however Hartree (1923) partially overcame this problem. He firstly assumed that

each electron in a multielectron system can bç described by its own independent wave

function. Then the total spatial wavefunction can be separated into the product of all theT

single electron wavefunctions,

i r,aT(t't) : - Lr'Y(r,t) + V(r,t) Y(r,t)ôt 2m

tYrY, Yj

t The Sch¡odinger equation has undoubtedly been successful in predictin-e experimental results, however no

conformation for the electron to be described by a wave function, which is the foundation for wave a¡d
quantum mechanics, has until recently been elicited. Lohmann and Weigold (1981) using noncoplanar
symmetric (e, 2e) techniques have measured the velocþ (momentum) distribution functions for electrons in

atomic hydrogen which they found to be in agreement with the momentum profile given by the absolute square

of the probability amplitude obtained from the solution of Schröedinger's equation for the ground state of
hydrogen.

Yr: Y (1 e)
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where each electron "sees" a spherically symmetric field formed by the sum of the

attractive nuclear spherical field and the approximated spherically repulsive flreld provided

by the otherT-l electrons (the central field approximation). This composite potential is

used to numerically solve the S.E. and the calculated eigenfunctions used to determine a

new potential. This new potential is used to generate new improved eigenfunctions that

leads to a ftrrther refinement of the potential. This procedure is repeated until a potential

is selËconsistent to a high order of accuracy, that is until there exists a negligible

difference between two successive potential functions. Hartree's method however does not

allow for the indistinguishability of any two electrons and for spin-orbit effects. Fock

(1930) included the former in his method by using antisymmetric total eigenfunctions for

the electrons (the stronger form of the exclusion principle). Spin-orbit effects arise from

the vectorial sum involving all the electron's orbital and angular momenta, and not that of

an individual electron, being quantised. Herzberg (1950) simplified proceedings by noting

that for closed shells, that is when the orbital contains the maximum number of electrons,

the vectorial sum of the orbital and angular momenta will be zero and therefore make no

contribution to the sum. Hartree-Fock results compare favourably with experimental

observations are similar to those calculated from Hartree's method, the exception being for

excited states of atoms.

Absorption of radiation can be studied using time dependent perturbation theory,

by assuming a weak interaction between the radiation and the atom, the absorption

intensity can be readily derived frorn a semi-classical treatrnent, such as carried out by

Man (1968), to produce

, 2n' - p(u) I [*, .. v, d. l' (r.10)ri-+r- lpln ,r

where I¡-¡ is the probability of transition from the initial state, i, to the final state, f,

es is the permittivity of free space, p(v) is the radiation density at a given frequency, v, and

er is the electric dipole moment of an electron. The integrand is the dipole approximation

7



of the sum of the squared matrix elements for the transition. The energy of the absorbed

radiation must naturally be equivalent to the energy difference between the finai and initial

state energies.

Transitions between all states are required to adhere to symmetry and conservation

laws, otherwise known as selection rules, which are applied to determine allowable

transitions. Below is a list of selection rules for photoabsorption involving allowed

electric-dipole transitions for multielectron-atoms

AS:0

AL:t 1

^J:0, 
t 1

where S and L are the total spin and orbiøl angular momentum respectively, and J,

(: S + L), the total angular momentum.

1.4 Atomic photoionization

An expression for the photoionization cross section of a bound system can be

deduced from quantum electrodynamics or time dependent pernrbation theory. From

quantum electrodynamics and following Herzberg's (1950) notation the intensity for the

absorption ofradiation can be expressed by

Iubr.* - Dnm ln* It (1 11)

where vn* is the frequency of the absorbed radiation corresponding to the

transition from the lower n to the upper m state, and R* is the electric dipole matrix

element which is defined as

R*: i vÍ >7 e,*?Vl,lr, d, (1.12)
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where r¡ is the position of the jth electron and k the propagation vector of the

radiation. The probability of a transition between two states, ry¡ and Vr, is ptoportional to

the square of it's matrix element. The exponential term in the above integrand can be

expanded to give

(1.13)

For wavelengths greater than the dimensions of the atomic or molecular system, as

is the case for ElfV radiation, the above exponential reduces to e*'", r 1. This is known as

the dipole approximation as it is used to evaluate the dipole moment er.

The photoionization cross section, which has dimensions of area, is related to the

intensity and therefore the probability of the photoionizing event occurring at a given

wavelength for a given orbital. The total photoionization cross section is the sum of the

partial cross sections for each orbital multiplied by its order of degeneracy, that is the

number of electrons in that orbital. The principle difficulty in calculating the

photoionization cross section is in accwately describing the ionized electron's

wavefunction. Two different approaches consider the state of the nuclear electric field

through which the ionized electron moves has been previously theorised. Common to both

approaches is that the one electron wavefunction can be separated into the product of the

radial and angular wavefunctions, where the angular wavefunction is assumed to remain

unchanged after the transition and so the integral in equation (1.2) reduces to an overlap of

radial wavefunctions. Cooper's ( 1962) unrelaxed core approximation is that of the j sin-ele

electron wavefunctions from the initial state, j-1 remain unchanged after the ionization

transition. Further, the ionized electron is considered to experience the same effective

central field both before and aftèr ionization takes place. The integral then reduces to the

overlap of the radial wavefunctions of the one electron before and after ionization. The

relaxed core approximation (Seaton (195i) is that the fînal state wavefunction is formed

by the antisymmetricalized product of the free electron and the one-electron wavefunction

e*.1:t+ik.r¡- to;;t'' -

9



of the ionic core. The ionized electron is then treated as moving in the effective central

field of the residual ion with allowance made for electron exchange. The relaxed core

model considers no effect, apart from exchange effects, of the outgoing electron on the

ionic flreld while the unrelaxed core model overestimates this effect. The unrelaxed ionic

core approximation is preferred for ionization from an inner shell, while for ionization

involving a valence electron, as is the case here, the relaxed core approximation is suitable

Cooper noted that the best effective central field, for consideration of photoionization

calculations, is rteither the field of the relaxed ion or the unrelaxed ionic core, but one

between these two extremes. The integral in equation (1.2) reduces to the product of an

integral over one electron wavefunctions of the form of Cooper's unrelaxed core

approximation and an overlap integral which describes the relaxation of the ionic core.

The continuum wave function can be chosen from

(1) plane waves

(2) Coulomb scattered waves for Z"ç.

(3) waves calculated from Hartree's Vrp.(r)

(4) waves calculated from Hartree-Fock's V"r.(r)

with the accuracy of the results increasing down the list. With the exception of (1),

for which V(r) : 0, they are ail based on models assuming a spherically symmetrical

potential. For Coulomb type functions, the photoeiectron is scattered by the average

charge distribution of the ion, which gives a reasonable degree of accuracy at low

interaction energies. However, plane waves, that have been Schmidt orthogonalised, are

also satisfactory for highly energetic photoelectrons where the interaction between the ion

and photoelectron is negligible

Photoionization doesn't necessarily involve valance electrons and for non-hydric

atoms there exists quasi-discrete states whose total energy is greater than that

corresponding to the flrrst ionization threshold. These states arise from either two-electron

or inner-electron excitations. These discrete states can couple with an underlying

l0



electronic continua, assuming a sufftcient mixing of the wavefunctions, to effect ionization

(autoionization). Simultaneous two-electron excitation is prominent when configuration

interaction or correlation effects are important. Physically the autoionization process

occurs when the excitation energy of the ionic core is greater than the binding energy of

the electron. Then, with no other competing decay paths available, autoionization results

from a close encounter between the ionic core and the electron. This enables transference

of the core's excitation energy to the electron so that the electron can overcome it's

binding energy and therefore escape the ionic field.

The only examples for which the photoionization cross section has been

successfully calculated to match the experimental data are those of helium and atomic

hydrogen, where analytic expressions for the bound and unbound wavefunctions have been

accurately determined.

The dipole selection rule requires that the angular momentum quantum number

must differ by.tnity after photoionization, so there are two possible flrnal states (except for

an initial state with /:0). However, Bethe and Salpeter (1957) showed that the transition

probabilities and hence the transition intensities generally obey the condition; I (/+1) >¡

I (/-l). The calculation of the cross section is then simplified with only the one overlap

integral contributing to the total cross section.

(Cooper, 1962) determined that the spectral shape of the cross sections of some

elements can be understood by considering the energy dependence of the overlap integral.

Figure (1-2) is of a plot of outershell radial wavefunctions and d-plane waves for e:0,

that is for zero photoelectron enerry, for Ne, Ar and Kr. As the photoelectron energy

increases, the d waves wavelengths will shorten and appear to move towards the origin.

For Ne the overlap between the wavefunctions will increase and correspondingly the cross

section lvill also increase. However for Ar and Kr the wavefunction's overlap ancl hence

the cross sections will decrease with increasing photoelectron energy, becoming zero w'hen

the positive and negative portions of the integral completely overlap. The cross section,

when plotted as a function of the wavelength, will therefore contain a dip that is known as

11
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the Cooper minimum. Cooper also proposed that ground state cross sections from atomic

subshells whose radial wavefunctions are nodeless don't generally display a Cooper

minimum, where the number of nodes is equated to n-/-1. For Ar there exists a node in

the wavefunction for the 3p valance orbifal which results in the dramatic dip of the cross

section at -250 Å.

Finally there is a dependence on the cross section upon the type of orbital from

which the electron is ejected for orbitals whose potential contains a centrifugal barrier

(known as shape resonance). The net effective potential, for the 4d+f transitions, for a

central field, can be expressed as the summation of the Coulombic attraction and the

centrifugal repulsion terms. The potential curves for such orbitals comprises a deep inner

well, a small repulsive barrier and finally a broad well. The inner well is the result of the

strong attraction of the only partially screened full nuclear charge on the electron. At

larger distances from the nucleus screening of the nuclear charge becomes more effective

and the repulsive centrifugal term dominates over the weakened nuclear attraction term.

The centrifugal term remains constant for a series of atoms for a given i, but the degree of

screening varies as one proceeds from a compact electron distribution to a more diffuse

distribution. At still greater distances from the nucleus the longer range 1/r attractive

potential overcomes the llf repulsive centrifugal term to form a broad well. Centrifugal

effects associated with 4d-+f transitions, with 4d-+p transitions having a low intensilv,

have been known to have a dramatic influence on their cross section spectra. For the rare

earth elements, a potential barrier of 10-20 eV restrains low energy f orbits outside the 4d

orbital region. Therefore, only at energies great enough for the Êelectron's wavefunction

to penetrate inside the barrier is there a suffîcient mixing of the states wavefunctions. Put

another way, the escaping electron must receive enough energy to overcome the banier for

the 4d+f transition to occur. This effect is most pronounced for the rare earth elements

where a delayed onset of ionization from the 4d subshell reaches a maximum

approximately 30 eV above threshold. Whilst this effect occurs in the soft x-ray spectral

range, this effect is important for small non-hydric diatomic molecules.
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The observance of the Cooper minimum is not confined to atomic systems, and can

be expanded to include molecular systems especially when dealing with atomic orbitals

within the molecule.

1.5 Diatomic molecular absorption

Diatomic molecules are formed when atomic valence electron orbitals envelope

both atoms to produce molecular orbitals. The molecular orbital mathematically

expressed in the Hartree-Fock approximation has provided the theoretical platform for

some accurate calculations of a wide variety of molecular phenomena. The approximate

shape of molecular orbitals can be obtained by treating molecular orbitals to be

constructed by a combination of atomic orbitals beionging to the constituent atoms, the

linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) approximation. The molecular orbitals then

can be simply divided into several classes. Core orbitals describe the inner electron

orbitals and are therefore well represented by atomic orbitals. Valance orbitals describe

the molecular shape and may extent over the full volume of the molecule. The molecular

orbitals are occupied in accordance with the Pauli exclusion principle.

Molecular photoabsorption is far more complex than for atoms, as can be

visualised by examining their spectra with the appearance of many diffuse bands. This

complexity is a result of the extra degrees of freedom for molecules, that is rotation and

vibration between the nuclei. The molecule then has electronic, vibrational and rotational

energies compounding to give the total energy of the molecular state. Studies of the fine

structure of rotational bands clearly indicates that simultaneous rotation and vibration

occurs. In fact the rotational levels contribute no observable effect with the present work

and can therefore be ignored. Of the many series of bands in a molecular spectrum,

occasionally they can be f,rtted to a Rydberg series that converges to an ionization

threshold, Typically, however, these bands aÍe associated rvith vibrational progressions

that converge onto a dissociation limit, resulting in the disintegration of the molecule into

its constituent atoms. Berkorvitz (1979) however noted that applying the assumption that
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the transitional rates for ionization and dissociation are based upon the relative speeds of

the electron (> 10t .* s-t¡ and the nuclear vibration (- 105 ctn s-t¡, ionization would

always dominate EUV absorption. The above processes can, howbver, be readily

discemed with the identiflrcation of the ionic products using a mass spectrometer.

The potential curve for a molecule is that of an anharmonic oscillator and is usually

represented by the Morse function (see figure (1-3)) Each electronic state is characterised

by its potential curye, which has an infinite number of vibration levels converging to it's

dissociation energy for the molecule. Only when the potential curve displays a minimum

can the molecule be said to exist in a stable electronic state.

Molecular spectra, despite its apparent complexity, provides a vast amount of

information that can be quantitatively retrieved by applying the Born-Oppenheimer, or the

adiabatic, approximation. This approximation, due to the relativeiy slow motion of the

nuclei with respect to the electron, enables the molecular wavefunction to be separated

into the product of the electronic and nuclear wavefunctions (which can be further reduced

to the vibrational wavefunction), i.e.

Vr: V" .Vu (1.15)

The intensity of a transition from one state to another can be calculated by the

Franck-Condon principle, lvhich states that the electronic transitions occur so fast that the

intemuclear distance remains relatively unchanged during a transition (the sudden

approximation). The wave mechanical treatment of the Franck-Condon principle assumes

a small dependence on the electronic wavefunction by the internuclear distance, and so the

electronic transition moment can be approximated by a constant to yield the following

expression,

l- . 12
I,-,"c 

lR.J Vi,Vía r, 
¡

(1.16)
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where R* is the electronic transition moment. The transitional probability, and

hence the intensity, is proportional to the square of the integrated product of the initial and

final vibrational wavefunctions (the so called overlap integral). The Boltzmann

distribution at room temperature ensures that the vast majority of molecules are found in

the vibrational ground state, vs, and so the most intense transitions will involve those for

which the final vibrational state has a maximum vertically above that for the initial state,

as shown in figure (1-4)

For photoionization the minimtun photon energy required to remove the least

bound electron will result in a transition to the ground molecular ion state. Some

electronic states for O, are shown in figure (1-5), where the ground and first ionic ground

states are depicted along with some unbound states. Increasing the energy to the

interaction will result in the kinetic energy of the ejected electron increasing until the

second least bound electron's ionization limit is reached with this process competing with

the former process. Total photoionization cross section measurement experiments do not

discriminate between the final ionic states, the possible ionized dissociation products, or

the ionization process (such as preionization). Preionization, which is analogous to the

atomic autoionization process, occurs when an inner shell electron is excited to a discrete

state that exists within a continuum state that corresponds to the formation of an ion and a

free electron. Predissociation is a process that is analogous to preionization, except that

the continuum state corresponds .'vith the disintegration of the molecule into it's

constituent atoms. The result is a radiationless transition to the relevant continuum state.

As for atomic transitions, there also exist selection rules for molecular transitions.

Holvever the lack of a spherically symmetrical net potential in molecules necessitates the

use of the component of the electronic orbital angular momentum, for linear molecules,

along the internuclear axis, ".4", to define a "good" quantum number. For A values of 0,

1,2,... the respective states symbols are Ð, il, 4,... with the quantum number "Ð" defined

as the component of the total electron spin, "S", along the internuclear axis. A further

labelling of the states symbol refers to the symmeüry of the electron's wavefunction with
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respect to the plane containing both nuclei. A "+" and a "-" superscript indicates,

respectively, an unchanged and a changed wavefunction respectively after a reflection in

the plane. Symmetry selection rules are also applicable for reflection through the plane

containing both nuclei, with like terms interchanging only with like terms (eg. I-+I-).

For homonuclear molecules the orbitals or the wavefunctions have definite parity about the

midpoint of the internuclear axis, and are designated as "g" if even and "u" if odd, with a

change in the parity after a transition, for example g<+u). The multiplicity of a molecular

state is identical as for atoms, that is 25 + 1, and is indicated as an upper prefix of the

state's symbol.

Where the initial and final electronic states are 
tt 

singlet states, that is where the

total electronic angular momentum, (Ç): 
^ 

+ t), about the internuclear axis is zero, then

the angular momentum of nuclear rotation is identical to the total angular momentum, "J-''.

Then thc sclection rule is equivalent to that of a simple rotator,

Â A:0, + 1 except À:0 á .A:0

There are selection rules that are generally adhered to for an allowed electric-

dipole transition, with those regarding like terms, and for homonuclear nuclear molecules,

symmetry terms, already mentioned above. These additional selection rules are,

A J: 0, t I except J:0 -¡Þ J:0
Â S:0 (1.18)

For all other transitions the various coupling modes of the angular momenta have

to be determined, so as to decide which quantum numbers are "good" for deflrning the

correct selection rules. Hund's coupling cases provides such a guide. Horvever deviations

from these cases are not too infrequent because of an inability to correctly ascertain the

magnitude of the interactions within the molecule. This is particularly true for interactions

(1.17)
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involving states with a high degree of rotation where the angular momentum vectors are

uncoupled from the internuclear axis. Hund's case (a) assumes that the interaction

between the nuclear rotation and the electronic motion is very weak but the electronic

motion is coupled very strongly to the internuclear axis. Then the total angular

momentum, "J", is deflrned as the sum of C) with the angular momentum of the nuclear

rotation, "N", as is the case for the symmetric top. In Hund's case (b) the electronic spin

momentum is weakly coupled to the internuclear axis. The non-zero A and N are summed

to give the total angular momentum without the spin, "K" which then couples with S to

form J.

For both states belonging to case (a) the quantum numbers I, Ç) and J are well

defined and the selection rules are,

A >:0
AO:0,+1

a J:0 for l):0 -> c):0 (1.19)

For both states belong to case (b) the quantum number K is well defined and the

selection rules are,

A K:0, + 1 with Â K * 0 for A:0 -> A:0 (1.20)

The work here is concerned mainly rvith major aeronomic gases so I rvill nolv

discuss briefly their term symbols for the ground and ionized ground states. The ground

state for Nu is denoted by XtIr- where X denotes the molecular ground state. The valence

electron is a 3o, orbital electron and the ionized ground state is given by X'Ir=. For Oz the

ground state is X f, and wth the valence electron a 7n, or l nr* orbital electron and the

ionized ground state is accordingly Xtflr. Ionized states of higher energy are given a

precursor of A, B, C, etc for increasingly higher states with the same multiplicity.
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1.6 Molecular photoionization

When examining aspects of molecular photoionization, as is the general case of

molecular photoabsorption, problems arise with the anisotropy of the multicenter

molecular fîeld and the interaction among (ro-) vibrational modes. Improvements in this

field has been gained through the development of realistic, independent-electron models

and the adaptation of multichannel quantum defect theory to molecular photoionization.

As analogous with atoms, dynamic strucfure in molecular cross section curves

occur. However, structure in the cross section is often masked because of other progenitor

electron orbitals exist whose energy levels may differ by only a few eV from the electron

orbital.

The cross sections for N, and 02 both display bu.mps or shoulders near 200 .Ä. and

were first theoretically investigated by Cohen and Fano (1966). They discussed the effect

in terms of Huygen's approach and noted that each molecular atom should behave as an

independent absorber of light with the resultant scattered photoelectron waves from each

molecular atom producing interference effects. Compounded with this effect is the atomic

selection rule Â/: +1 is invalid for molecules and A/ can take any odd value for

homonuclear molecules (to satisff parity conseryation). Transitions to states with high /

are unlikely as the electron is prevented form the region of the ground state by centrifugal

force. Then the transition probability will increase with successively higher / final state

waves for increasing photon energy. This is identical to the shape resonance model

discussed in the atomic photoionization section. Shape resonance effects appear to be

prominent among small, non-hydride molecules and rvith /: 3 this effect becomes

prominent with a photon energy in the range of approximately 30-60 eV. The above rvas

showed to be valid with the shoulders in the cross sections for N2 and 02, at approximateiy

280 and 330 Å respectively, coinciding rvith the maxima in the partial cross sections for

the 3o.+f transitions (see figure (1-6))

Dehmer et al (1969) have theoretically predicted that shape resonances represent an

important class of exceptions to the Franck-Condon vibrational intensity distributions
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within the hnal ionic state for regions free from preionization, predissociation or ionization

thresholds. They directed their investigations to the 3o, -)to,, eæ, photoionization channel

of NrXtX*r. The breakdown of the FC principle stems from the natwe of the shape

resonance effect. The potential barrier and the corresponding energy and lifetime (width)

of the resonance are sensitive functions of the internuclear distance (R). Then the above

will vary signif,rcantly over the range of R corresponding to the gtound state vibrational

motion. They found the time delay of the photoionization event, that is associated with the

spectral shape resonance effect, enhances the coupling between the nuclear motion and the

electronic motion, invalidating the FC factorisation of the two modes. Also the effects are

larger for vibrational intensities, and angular distributions, and where significant they exist

over large wavelength regions, - 100 Å.
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CHAPTER 2

Light production

2.1 EIry Light Sources

Light sources for the EUV are divided into continuous and discrete line emission

sources. The principle advantage of the continuous light source is its complete coverage of

the region of the spectrum under investigation, and assuming that the dispersion

instrument's resolution is high enough and the lamp's spectra is smooth, then any fine

structure in the absorption spectrum can be accurately studied. The only continuum

sources of sufficient intensity to cover the EUV region are synchrotrons, storage rings, and

free electron lasers ( FEL ). The existence of overlapping higher-orders, which was for

many years a serious problem with the first two sources, can be easily negated with the use

of modern filters, or predispersion grating methods. The cost of such sources are,

however, prohibitively high and so are beyond the budget of most research institutions.

However, precise measurements of photoionization cross sections can be obtained using

discrete line emission sources.

Discrete emission lines can be easily produced by passing an electrical discharge

through an ionizable gas or vapour. The radiation emitted from the source is usually

dependent upon the gas filling, the voltage employed to produce the discharge, the current

through the lamp, and other operational conditions of the iamp (see below). To appreciate

the mechanism of these light sor¡rces it is necessary to review the basic processes for the

generation of radiation that is produced by the passage of a cwrent through an ionizable

gas, that is a gas discharge. Follolving this a precis of discharge characteristics, that are

considered relevant to this work, including breakdown criteria and the internal structure of

discharges will be presented.
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2.2 Gas discharge theory

2.2.1 Introduction

Gas discharges are classified into two distinct classes, selÈsustaining and nonselÈ

sustaining. A selÈsustained discharge requires no external aid for the initiation and for

the continuation of the discharge. For the nonself-sustaining discharge however, an

external influence is mandatory for the discharge to start and be maintained. An external

influence could be an incandescent cathode or an IfV illuminated cathode, both of which

supply a constant source of electrons to the discharge. The following will only deal with

selÈsustained discharges, the class of discharge empioyed for the present work.

2.2.1a Gas discharge light production

Excitations, including ionizations, result from suitably energetic electrons

impacting with gas atoms, or molecules. The spectrum of the line radiation is dependent

upon the electron temperature, or the energy distribution, and the gas density.

With a low electron temperature the line radiation is in the infrared, however with

a sufficiently high electron temperature the atoms will be raised to more energetic states

and thus emit lines of shorter wavelengths. For an electron temperature of approximately

10 eV the majority of the atoms wili be singularly ionized with multiply-ionized atoms

being also possible. The reduction of the screening of the nuclear charge in multiply-

ionized atoms leads to a greater energy difference between the bound states so that the line

radiation is emitted mainly at shorter wavelengths in the VLrV and X-ray regions of the

spectrum.

The radiation emitted during the passage of an electrical current through an

ionizable gas at low pressure,l 10 Torr, is due to radiative electron recombination. Milne

(1924) statistically determined that the probability of electron capttre with the emission of

radiation varies inversely to the free electron temperature at small ion speeds. Low capture

cross sectional values correspond to a high electron energy, with the perfurbation by the
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electron on the gas atom decreasing as.the interaction time period decreases. Excitation

rates due to neutral or excited atomic impacts are comparable to electron impacts only

when the neutral or excited atoms have attained double the required excitation energy

which is intrinsically improbable at low gas pressures. The frequency of radiative

recombination at low pressures is negligible compared to the more highly probable process

of excitation via electron collision because the number of excited states is negligibly small

compared with the number of ground state atoms, -10-to :1. Additionally recombination of

ions and electrons occurs principally via a non-radiative process at the walls of the

discharge tube. This accounts for the well known fact that EIIV gas discharge sources are

of low intensity.

2.2.2 Breakdown mechanisms

Initially I will consider breakclown criteria as they apply to dc discharges, since

they are not only the simplest but their mechanism is indicative for all types of discharges.

For sufficiently low voltages applied between two electrodes separated by a gap,

containing a gas, the gas is an insulator. However as the voltage is increased to the

breakdown voltage, V¡ , the gas spontaneously becomes conductive. This sudden

transition marks the occurrence of a spark. The spark has been defined by Loeb (1939) as

"an unstable and discontinuous occurrence marking the transition from one more or less

stable condition of current between electrodes in a gas to another one". The outcome of

this spark is critically dependent upon the voltage across the electrodes, the discharge

cìtrrent, the gas and presswe of the gas. Figure (2-1) overleaf is a schematic diagram of

the voltage-current characteristics of dc gas discharges. When the current in the discharge

is increased from A, as shown in figure (2-t), the potential between the electrodes remains

constant until B, where space charge effects begin to have an influence on the discharge

characteristics, and the potential between the electrodes drops rapidly. The region C-D is

a transitional region and is usually subdivided into the corona and the sub-normal glorv

discharge.
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The Townsend discharge is characterised by currents of the order of 1O-tt to 10{

amperes, and the electrical resistance of the gas is typically in the range of megaohms.

The breakdown voltage is itself insufficient to cause ionization of the gas, therefore

the primary electron in the gap is produced by natural radioactivity or cosmic rays. The

electron is then accelerated towards the anode until it has gained enough energy to ionize a

gas atom with the resultant electrons being accelerated by the flreld until they can further

ionize gas atoms. The process repeats itself, thereby producing an avalanche of electrons

sweeping towards the anode. Because of the low mass of the electron compared to the ion,

the electron avalanche will sweep across the gap with the ions left relatively motionless.

This mechanism was investigated by Townsend (1910) who showed that the final

electronic curent, i, was related to the initial electronic current, is, by the following

expression

¡ : io s(ct d) (2.r)

where cr, the Townsend primary ionization coefTîcient, is the number of ionizing

collisions per unit length of path and d is the gap distance. Equation (2.1) is applicable for

small distances or low voltages only, and with an increase of the gap distance or the

voltage, the cwrent increases at a rate gteater than given by equation (2.1). Townsend

correctly surmised that secondary electrons were being produced and equation (2.1) rvas

easily modified to accommodate this secondary process, giving

io e('a)
(2.2)1:

1 v 1
Ie(" 

ol

where y, Townsend's second ionization coefficient, is

the sum of all ionization coeff,rcients that result in the formation of secondary electrons.

These secondary electrons are rnainly created by positive ions impacting with the cathode,

and to a lesser extent, photons from the discharge ionizing gas atoms and/or the .
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photoeffect at the cathode. From equation (2.2) it can be deduced that the boundary

between a selËsustaining and nonselÈsustaining discharge is y [e(a d) -1]: 1 or, since

y << I is true for the majority of gases,

ye(ctd):1 (2.3)

This condition defines the spark breakdown criterior¡ and the onset of a discharge.

This implies that the breakdown can occur as a result of a single primary electror¡ with an

associated avalanche and it's accompanying secondary processes being sufficient to

regenerate the primary electron at the cathode. The discharge is then said to be selÈ

sustaining. Assuming that an ion impact at the cathode is the most important mechanism

of the secondary processes, the formative time lag or the breakdown time is inversely

proportional to the ion drift velocity, that is in the microsecond range (F. Llewellyn Jones,

(1966). Since all the above processes are statistical, the cumulative effects of a number of

avalanches are needed to ensure the discharge will continue. For y e(ø d) < 1 the discharge

is nonselÈsustaining, while the growth of the discharge current increases more rapidly

with y e(a d) increasing above unity.

The breakdown criteria has been expressed by Nasser (1971) as

pd: I 
lr,

,f(Vu / pd) 12 4)

where/(Vs / p d) and þ (V" / p d) are functions of a / p and y / p respectively and

with the assumption that cr / p and y lp are functions olE lp, where "E" is the electric field

strength across the gap and "p", the gas pressure. This had been experimentally verified

and was extensively studied by Paschen (18S9). Equation (2.4) can be succinctly

expressed as

Vs:F(pd)
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The breakdown voltage of a uniform gap is then given by a unique function of the

product of the presswe and the gap distance for a given gas and electrode material. The

above relationship is known as the Paschen's Law. Physically, p d , is a measure of the

number of mean free path lengths across the gap. Deviations from Paschen's Law are

particularly common for the extreme values of p d. Consideration of equations (2.4) and

(2.5) reveals that Vu is also a function of E / p. Nasser (1971) derived a mathematical

relation between V¡ and p d as ,

v" Bpd
(2.s)

ln
Apd

where B and A are constants intrinsic to the gas and dependent upon the gas

temperature. Examination of the above relation for large values of p d shows Vs to be

quasi-linear with p d, as in agreement with experiments. However, for smaller values of

p d, the denominator initially tends to zero faster than the numerator, hence a graph

depicting V" plotted as a function of p d contains a minimum, the Paschen minimum, Vo"*.

Figure (2-2) illustrates a typical Paschen curve for a gas contained between planar

electrodes. With the voltage across the planar electrodes less than VB* it is impossible to

achieve breakdown across the gap irrespective of the gap distance or gas pressure. A

number of experimental investigations to confirm Paschen's Law have been conducted, eg.

Can (1903) and Llewellyn Jones and Henderson (1939), all in agreement with equation

(2.5) for values of pd < 200 mmHgcm. Holover, for p d >200 mmHgcm, the Torvnsend

mechanism must be replaced by a "streamer" mechanism to explain the experimental

observation of a significantly reduced formative time lag.

The streamer theory for breakdo\ryn was independently proposed by Raether

(1939), Loeb (1939) and Meek (1940). The streamer theories differ on the specific
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mechanism for the streamer formation, however common to all is the integral role of

photoionization in the generation of new streamers a distance from the initial streamer.

Meek and Craggs (1953) summarised the streamer mechanism by firstly assuming that the

initial avalanche had successfully bridged the gap with the avalanche electrons being

swept up by the anode. Secondary electron avalanches are then formed in the gas

su¡rounding the cone-shaped positive ion column by photoionization from photons emitted

by the densely ionized plasma in the head of the column. When the radial fîeld strenEh

about positive space charge at the head of an positive column attains that of the extemally

applied field strength, the secondary eiectron avalanches will be d¡awn into the column.

This leads to an augmentation of the column space charge towards the cathode. The rapid

growth of the positive space charge across the gap constitutes a streamer and breakdolvn of

the gap occurs when the streamçr reachers the cathode. This creates a highly ionized

plasma channel resulting in a spark crossing the gap. With a gteater applied voltage across

the gap, the initial electron avalanche can form mid-gap and the growth of the positive

space charge across the gap is achieved via secondary electron avalanches from both in

front and behind the positive column. The development of a streamer, or a leader stroke,

followed by return stroke is exactly what is observed, by using high speed cameras, during

lightning strikes.

Supplemental research has been extensive into the intricacies of the development

of the streamer or spark discharge, lvith those relevant to this work discussed here. Fisher

and Bederson (1951) experimentally investigated the dependence of the formative time lag

with p d. They found that for lolv overvoltaged gaps, that is applied voltages slightly

above Ve , long formative time lags lvere evident for p d values up to 1000 mmHg cm.

Increasing the overvoltage leads to a decrease in the formative time lag. They attributed

this to an increasingly greater positive space charge, with a resultant increased field

strength, and to the photoelectric effect at the cathode. The fact that the overvoltage

magnitude, and not p d, lvas the principle factor determining the formative time lag was

later confirmed by computer analysis by Ward (1965). Allen and Phillip (1964) expanded
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on Fisher and Bederson's experiment with a greater range of voltages and for a number of

gases. Their results also shor,ved that the formative time lag is a function of the percent

overvoltage, and furthermore that a deviation in the associated voltage curve versus

formative time lag was an indication of the transition from the Townsend to streamer

reglme.

Summarising the findings by the above and other researchers, the Townsend

avalanche mechanism with the modifications including space charge and photoelectric

effects can adequately describe the breakdown process overvoltages < 20 Vo. For >20 %

overvoltages and large p d values, the streamer theory predominates. At still greater

overvoltages (È 200 - 300 %), Starnevich and Kalinin (1968) observed a broad channel as

opposed to a f,rlamentary channel. Babich and Stankevich (1973) theorised that this can be

explained by proposing that runaway electrons are being produced in the gap by these high

fields which was experimentally verified by Tarasova et al (1974). Mesyats et al (1972)

observed formative time lags that were not in agteement with those predicted by the

streamer model for overvoltages between those quoted above. They noted that the

formative time lag was also dependent upon the number of electrons at the cathode. For a

small number of initial electrons, which Mesyats et al took to be one, the formative time

lag was longer than that proposed by the streamer model. They found that the avalanche

stopped growing due to a decrease in the field strength at the avalanche head as

photoionization played no role in the breakdown mechanism. At this point a new

avalanche develops ahead of the parent avalanche with the same cycle repeated. Mesyats

et al called this the avalanche chain model, where a chain of avalanches joined "head to

toe" traverses the gap.

Kunhardt and Byszewski (1930) model unified all post-Townsend breakdown

mechanisms. This model was based on the existence of two components in the energy

distribution function of electrons; that is slow (thermal) and fast electrons. Because the

effective retarding force on an electron diminishes with increasing electron speed, the fast

electrons escape ahead ofthe avalanche. Once ahead ofthe avalanche they enter a region
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with a decreased field strength and become trapped where losses due to ionization equal

the energy gained from the depleted field. The "trapping" distance is dependent upon the

initial energy of these electrons. These "seed" electrons are continuously ejected from the

avalanche and create new avalanches at a distance ahead ofthe parent avalanche. The

photoelectric effect at the cathode also produces secondary electrons that are subsequently

accelerated towards the high field region of the parent avalanche head. The electron

energy distribution function has still to be experimentally determined and therefore at

present no model can be conclusively validated until such a distribution can be obtained.

2.2.3 Glow discharge

The lamp used here was operated in both a dc and pulsed mode for the generation

of EUV radiation. The external electrical circuit parameters ensured that the "V-I"

characteristics of the lamp were such that a glow discharge was achieved in the dc mode.

Townsend and spark discharges can be described as operating by a pulse mechanism

(Mason, (1978)), whereas the glow discharge is a pulseless phenomenon although the

ignition of the glow is via a spark, with the average current through the discharge

determined by any external resistance. Pulsed glow discharges that are often referred to in

publications are in fact abnormal glow discharges because the current density emitted per

unit area from the cathode surface is too large to be strictly termed a glorv discharge

(Mason (1978)).

Figure (2-3) portrays the typical internal structure of the glow discharge. Not all of

the defined regions pictured in figure (2-3(a)) are crucial to the discharge, and a

displacement of the anode to 41, results in the discharge remaining virtually unchanged,

though the positive column will be absent. This is in contrast with the movement of the

anode left of 4,, with the quenching of the discharge as thc anode passes M. This

demonstrates that the discharge processes nearest to the cathode are crucial to the

mechanism of the discharge.
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Figure (2-3\. The normal glow discharge inteflral stnrctue for neon

in a 50 cm tube at I torr pres$ue between the cathode C and the anode

for two different positions, A, and A.z. Diagram (a) shows the optical
phenomena with the luminous intensity being indicated by the deosity

of the hatching and also diagrammaticalb shown in (å). Diagram (c)

is the potential along the tube that is generated by the presence of space

charges uùere the majority of the vohage drop occurs between the

cathode and the leading edge of the negative glow. This potential pfofile
results in an axial field with a high field existing naturalþ near the

cathode. Diagram (e) is of the distribution of space charges along

the tube uùere the preponderance of a positive Wace charge in the

negative glow res,ults in the glow resuhs in the rapid rise ofthe pote,ntial

as seen i" (c). Lastþ (Q shows the current densities where the high

positive.ion current in ooly the cathode region can be gleaned from (e),

uùe¡eas the electron cunsnt is greater throughout the other regions
(Nasser (197t).
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The various regions of the glow discharge have been reported in great detail by

many authors, therefore I will expand in some detail only the region that is pertinent to the

lamp used, the negative glow.

2.2.3a Negative glow

The negative glow is the most luminous region of the glow discharge, see figure

(2-3(b)), with the maximum intensity near the negative glow's leading edge. This

maximum in the light intensity is a result of the inelastic collisions by electrons that have

been accelerated to high energies by the cathode fall, thereby inducing excitations of the

gas atoms. Further inelastic interactions by the already energy depleted electrons result in

the glow becoming less luminous until it merges into the Faraday dark space.

Comparisons of mono-energetic electron beam ranges as a function of electron energy

correspond with experimentally determined negative glow lengths shorving that excitations

occllr by electron collisions.

With the minimum current required for the normal glow the cathode dark region

and the cathode area containing the glow discharge occupies a small fraction of the lamp's

volume and cathode respectively. The current can be increased by over two orders of

magnitude while the voltage across the discharge remains constant. This is achieved by

the glow discharge expanding over the cathode surface proportionaily rvith the current,

shoun as D to E in figure (2-l), so the cathode current density remains constant. The

discharge spot on the cathode is prevented from expanding, to cover the whole surface of

the cathode over almost the entire norrnal glow discharge current range. Analysis shorvs

that, except at the discharge core axis and at the boundary ofthe discharge tube, there

exists a negative potential difference between the core of the discharge and a transverse

point outside the core, resulting in a sinusoidal radial component of the eiectric field, "f".

This radial field accelerates the positive ions outwards and is an equivalent effect to ion

self-repulsion. For a given current and voltage, a virtual increase of the discharge coiumn

radius reduces g causing the column to contract. Conversely, a reduction of the discharge
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radius results in the widening of the discharge spot at the cathode. As the discharge

current is increased, the greater ion current accelerated out of the discharge column

increases E. leading to an increase in the discharge column radius. When the whole

cathode surface is covered by the discharge an increase ofthe discharge current can only

be achieved with an increase in the cathode fall, E to F in figure (2-1). With a further

increase of the current the cathode is heated until the majority of secondary electrons are

produced by thermionic emission with a drop in the cathode fall, and marked with the

formation of an arc discharge. Because of their low number densities, (except at the

Faraday dark space/negative glow boundary), electrons do not have an appreciable effect

on the local field.

2.2.4 Ilollow cathode effect

When a planar cathode is replaced with a cylindrical hollow cathode ("H.C."),

discharge currents up to three magnitudes gteater with the same operational conditions are

realised. This has been known for a considerable time with the first hollow cathode glow

discharge reported by Paschen (1916). However the mechanism of the discharge has only

recently been satisfactorily explained.

A further advantage of the H.C. over the planar cathode is that the discharge

generates a much higher current density at a lower cathode fall for the identical operational

conditions thereby reducing the amount of sputtered material from the cathode. The latter

is due to the H.C. operating in the glow discharge mode, as opposed to an arc where

thermionic emission causes heating of the cathode. In any case Anders et al (1993)

showed that sputtered ions interact with an intense electric field, (see below), immediately

upon leaving the cathode and retum uneventfully to the cathode. Neutrals typically have a

mean free path for interactions that is much greater than the II.C. diamctcr. As lvill be

shown below the emission lines of the H.C. also possess a small line width due to the lorv

electric field strength existing in the negative glow region and a low gas temperature.
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The H.C. efiect can be best understood by studying the glow discharge produced

between two parallel cathodes and a planar anode orientated perpendicular to, and some

distancè from the cathodes. As the distance between the cathodes is reduced the discharge

current, at a critical stage, increases exponentially. This dramatic increase occurs when

the two separate negative glows begin to coalesce. Gewartowski and Watson (1965)

reported that the H.C. discharge will only operate within a limited range for p D, where p

is the gas pressure and D the hollow cathode diameter, which they determined for the rare

gases is 1 mmHg.cm ( p D > 10 mmHg'cm. Also the H.C. radius must be greater than the

cathode fall distance d. , and as d. is inversely proportional to the pressure, (Cobine

(1958)), this condition will determine the lower limit of the pressure at a given applied

voltage for the H.C. effect.

Ngo et al (1990) investigations of the H.C. concluded that initially the discharge

exists in a low curent discharge mode and at a critical pressure switches to a high current

mode where the current increases by more than three orders of magnitude. Their temporal

studies showed that the low current discharge mode exists for several hundredths to a few

microseconds when the discharge is initiated above the transitional presswe. This

transitional pressure was determined to be inversely proportional to the H.C. diameter (Yu

et al (1982)). This ties in with Cobine's (1958) finding that d" is inversely proportional to

the pressure.

Studies of the transition mechanism during the lorv to high cunent phase has shed a

great deal of light upon the H.C. effect. When the central plasma column is fully

developed, the anode equipotential lines move toward the cathode during the transitional

phase and so that the potential on the discharge axis at the H. C.'s orifltce approaches the

anode potential (Pak and Kushner (19S9)). Some 100 ns. later, the cathode-anode voltage

drop collapses almost completely to a thin sheath adjacent to and mirroring the cathode

surface . Therefore, an extremely high field is formed within a few tens to hundreds of

microns above the cathode surface and a second breakdown from the centre of the negative

glow to the H.C. surface develops. Von Engel (1983) suggested this could be due to
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electrons oscillating between the H.C. walls and the negative glow (the "pendulum

effect"). Ngo et al (1990) applied an axial magnetic f,reld to the H.C. so that electrons

were prevented from oscillating and instead were forced to move transversely to the

electric field, with the resultant effect that the discharge did not develop beyond the initial

low current discharge mode. This strongly suggests that the pendulum effect is responsible

for the high cunent mode.

2.2.5 Low pressure spark discharge

The basic mechanism of the low pressure spark discharge has already been covered

in section 2.2.2 so I will limit my discussion in this section to the experimental studies of

the temporal characteristics of such discharges. I will initially discuss the development of

a low pressure spark discharge for low overvoltage gaps and follorv this with the case for

high ovewgltage gaps.

Rogowski and Tamm (192S) observed that for discharges that progress from the

Townsend to a spark discharge, there existed three distinct stages in the collapse of the

voltage across the gap. They identified the first stage corresponded with a diffuse glow

discharge and the final stage being the formation of a concentrated discharge channel

along which the spark traverses. The duration of the intermediate stage, a concentrated

glow discharge, r,vhich they measured to be less than 1 ¡"ts for discharges passed through air

at 185 mT, increases rapidly with decreasing pressure. Doran (1968) photographed the

transformations of a diffuse to a concentrated glow discharge phase, with the latter

showing a typical glow structrue, to a filamentary discharge channel. The transition from a

glow to a spark discharge occurs only with the formation of cathode spots, rvhich precedes

the formation of the concentrated glow discharge, and are associated with a rapid rise in

the cunent (Kekez et al (1970)).

The existence of the diffuse glorv phase is critically dependent upon the size and

shape of the electrodes. With very large plane electrodes the diffuse glow phase, although

transitory and typically less than 1 ps, is quite prominent while with pointed electrodes it
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usually is absent. The diffuse glow structu¡e consists of a bright luminous region (cathode

fall) in front of the cathode, a narrow Faraday dark space and a positive column extending

to the anode. Doran (1968) detected several luminous fronts that were associated with the

formation of a concentrated glow discharge and originated from the cathode and anode

spots. After several avalanche generation periods an anode directed luminous front was

observed followed immediately by an cathode directed front. The propagation velocity of

these fronts was approximately 10t cnrls which he noted vvas an order of magnitude gteater

than the electron drift velocity. The Faraday dark space that separates the high field region

at the cathode from the low field region of the positive column contracts and flrnally

d.isappears. This is a characteristic of transient breakdowns when the energy supplied to

the cathode fall region and the positive column is greater than that required for a stable

glow discharge. This results in the heating of the gas in the vicinity of the cathode to

produce a high temperature, high density plasma. The collapse of the Faraday dark space

coincides with the end of the concenüated glow phase. A filamentary channel then forms

which is very narrow as a consequence of the self-focusing properties of electron beams in

a low pressure gas (Bennett, (1934)). This heralds the complete collapse of the applied

voltage and the passage ofa high current.

When alarge overvoltage is applied to the discharge gap and if the initial

avalanche carrier number in the mid-gap is sufficiently great, approximately 108, then no

glow phases are observed. The only visible manifestation of breakdown is the formation

of a filamentary discharge and the gap voltage collapses in a single step. The high current

develops over a short period, less then 1 ps, during which the temperature in the spark

channel is extremely high, 10,000-20,000 oK, and the intewening gas can be considered to

be ionized to a large extent.

The formative time lag for a breakdown is dependent upon the magnitude of

overvoltage. This is because the number of ionizations caused by electron collisions is

very sensitive to the electrical fîeld strength which in turn affects the formative time lae.
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By applyin g alarge overvoltage extremely short formative time lags of the order of 10-8 s

have been achieved.

2.3 The experimental lamp

The lamp used in this project is a Samson LS-101 low inductance, high intensity,

gas discharge EUV light source, and has been fully described in the U.S. Patent #

4,199,703 (Samson (19S0). The lamp in its most basic form, as seen from figure (2-4), is

comprised of a water-cooled hollow cathode and anode, and an air-cooled electrically

insulating ceramic cylinder. A gas flow is achieved by the gas being introduced at the

distat end of the cathode, and a differential pumping system connected at the distal end of

the anode. The hollow cathode is preferred to the plane cathode because for the same

operating conditions a signif,rcantly increased production of highly energetic ion states is

realised (as discussed above). The hollow anode is primarily designed for use when

operating the lamp in the spark mode, where it provides an expansion chamber for the

shock wave generated by the discharge to dissipate its energy. This minimizes the amount

of dust, ceramic or electrode material from escaping into equipment attached to the lamp

where they may cause damage. To prevent charged material form clogging the slits a set

of six fins shaped into a quarter sector, are mounted in a radial confrguration onto a plate

that encloses the expansion chamber, and with thgir linear edge aligned to the optical axis

as shown in flrgure (2-4). Because the electrical insulator cylinder is composed of a

ceramic, the lamp can be opefated at a much higher power level without the need for

water-cooling. This eliminates the problem that occurs rvith conventional sources where

the glass capillary can eventually break due to corrosion occurring when the lamp is run at

high porver levels. The main advantage of Samson's lamp is that it can be readily

dismantlcd to allow examination and cleaning, and if necessary, replacement of any/all the

electrode inserts and the discharge capillary (see belorv).

Samson's lamp embodies a characteristic similar to lamps designed by Netlburgh

et al (7962) and Paresce et al (1971), in that the negative glow is observed directly at the
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exit slit of the larnp. This is achieved by substantially reducing the pressure in the lamp

beyond the negative glow region resulting in a considerable reduction of selÈabsorption of

the emission lines produced in the negative glow. This reduction of the pressure is

attained by insertion of a 2 mm bore diameter discharge capillary into the ceramic

cylinder, which impedes the gas flow. The capillary is constructed of boron nitride, a

ceramic with superior electrical, thermal and machining properties. The small pumping

conductance of the capillary also increases the pressure in the hollow cathode, permitting

ignition of the lamp at lower voltages. To optimize the light ouþut of the lamp the length

of the capillary can be varied so as to be between 4 cm and 5 cm for a spark discharge, and

at least 5 cm for a glow discharge.

The peak current through a discharge lamp is limited by the inductance of the

lamp. Samson minimises his lamp's inductance by constructing both electrode and

earthed shield surfaces to a cylindrical shape and with the shield positioned as close to the

optical axis as practical. Discharge repetition rates between 10 and 100 Hz and with

pulses up to 5000 volts and 3000 amps peak cunent are typical for operation in the spark

discharge mode, which will produce intense ion emission spectra.

Because the pressure within the lamp is non-uniform, it is meaningless to speak of

a single gas pressure within the lamp. However, as the exact natu¡e of the discharge is

pressure-dependent, it is instructive that it should be quantiflred in some manner. The

pressure was measured in the differential pumping cavity between the lamp and the

entrance slit assembly of the monochromator.

Samson's light source is capable of producing radiation from 90-6000 Ä by

modifications to the internal dimensions of the lamp and the lamp's potver supply.

2,4 Lamp power supplies

The light source rvas operated by a dc or pulsed dc power supply, with figure (2-5)

showing the circuit diagrams for both supplies. A dc voltage is produced by full rvave

rectiflrcation of a mains supplied transformer supplying a 20 KV, 200 mA output.
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Additionally a 1000 ¡rF capacitor across the rectifier output reduced the ripple factor to

approximately 10-3.

The pulsed power supply is virtually identical to the dc porver supply, with the

inclusion of a rotary spark gap, a low induct¿nce capacitor and a æ-filter, as shown in

flrgure (2-5). The rotary spark gap consists of four thoriated-tungsten rods, 3 mm diameter

and 5 cm long, two of which are attached perpendicularly onto the end of a shaft that

rotates about the spindle of a dc synchronous motor. The thoriated-tungsten rods were

selected for their lower work function and therefore higher current delivery capabilities.

The remaining two rods are frxed, parallel to the rods on the spindle and face each other

end-on with a gap of 2 cm. One is connected to the low inductance capacitor, while the

other is attached to the lamp via a flat transmission line (a parallel earthed secônd flat

transmission line provides a low inductance connection to the lamp). The gaps between

the moving and stationary elcctrodes rvere made as small as possible, (by using a piece of

paper to set the gaps), to minimise the breakdown voltage across the gaps. The layout of

the spark gap electrodes is identical to Samson (1967) and is superior to that of Cook and

Metzger (1964), with the current flow across the gaps in opposing directions, thereby

minimising the radiated electric and magnetic fields. Cook and Metzger (1964) increased

the stability of their spark gap by illuminating the gap with the IfV light from a qvarlz

mercury pen-ray lamp, which facilitates the discharge across the gap. The operation of

the spark gap is kept as smooth and electrically quiet as possible (see flrgure (2-5)) bV

removing the products of the discharge by blowing a stream of air across the gap.

Repetition rates for the lamp were set at 30 F{z and the duration of the light pulse was of

the order of 2 ps which ís suitable for analogue detection (Samson 1967).

2.4.1 Lamp operation

The operation of the lamp rvas in accordance with the instruction manual as

supplied by Minuteman Laboratories. Both the lamp and gas input line were pumped out

by the differential pump until no discernible reduction in the pressure rvas observed,
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typically about 100 mT as measured in the lamp. The water supply used to provide

cooling for the lamp was turned on, and the cold finger in the differential pump line was

immersed in liquid air. The use of the cold finger achieved two results. Firstly, it

prevented outgassed oil from the rotary pump from back-leaking, therefore contaminating

the lamp's internal surfaces, which can cause a diminution of the lamp's emission line 
.

intensities over a period of time. Secondly, the cold finger is a pump itself with a large

pumping speed, as evident by the sudden drop in the lamp pressure (to < 0 mT) when the

liquid air was added to the cold hnger. This facilitates the ignition of the lamp by allowing

a higher pressure in the hollow cathode and furthermore reduces even further the level of

selÈabsorption in the lamp.

The lamp and gas input line rvere flushed with helium several times before each

experimental run and the pressure in the lamp adjusted by needle valve to approximately

0.1 mT. For operation of the lamp in the dc mode, the power supply was set to about 5 kV

and when the lamp ignited, the voltage was reduced until the current through the lamp was

approximately 150 mA.

The above pre-ignition procedures are applicable for the lamp to be also operated

in the pulse mode. However, with the addition of the spark gap, modifications to the lamp

were required. Difficulties were initially encountered when attempting to initiate a

discharge, even with the porver supply output increased to 10 kV. After consultation rvith

Dr. McCoy, it was suggested that the substitution of the conductive spacer (see figure (2-

a)) for a short pointed projection, (which lvould increase the electric field strength gradient

near the point), should improve the chances of striking the lamp (see equation (2.5)). This

proved to be the case. After initiating the discharge the voltage across the lamp was

adjusted to 8.5 kV, which is approximalely 740o/o of the breakdolvn voltage ( 5 kV for the

lamp and 0.6 kV for the spark gap), with an average discharge current of approximately

150 mA. The lamp was operated with such a large overvoltage to produce a lorver

formative time lag for the initiation of the discharge and to eliminate the glow stages. The
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latter should resu.lt in a narrower discharge filament in the lamp and produce the ma,rimum

ionized line intensities possible of the lamp's exit slit.

Another factor impacting on a successful firing of the pulsed lamp is the speed of

the spark gap's rotor. The low inductance discharge capacitor must be permitted to charge

up sufficiently to be able to supply the breakdown voltage to the lamp. Therefore it is

accepted practice, (Samson (1967)), to operate the rotor at least several times the RC time

constant of the power supply where R is the load resistance and C the capacitance of the

low inductive capacitor. The RC time constant for this work is 0.6 ms corresponding to a

rotor speed of 1,666 Hz. This was well above the operating limits for the rotor used, and

the spark gap was operated at 75 Hz resulting in the light pulse generated at 30 Hz and

produced a large signal strength for the ion detectors.

Common problems associated with the pulsed spark discharge are the tendency of

the discharge to take place in the gas inlet line, "baek-hring", and the generation of

electrical noise. The first problem was observed to cause instabilities in the light output

which was quenched at times. This was resolved by inserting a glass wool plug directly

behind the lamp's spacer, which successfully eliminated back-firing by decreasing the

mean free path of the electron (Samson (1967). The electrical noise radiating from the

spark gap and the lamp was reduced by shielding both sources and also eliminating any

radiating ground loops. Finally, the lamp was totally insulated from the monochromator

by inserting a teflon flange between them and earthing the lamp at the power supply.

2.5 The Lamp spectra

The lamp was operated using helium gas to recreate some of the major solar

emission lines in the EIfV that impinge upon the earth's upper atmosphere. The lamp's

spectrum was dependent upon the operational mode of the lamp. Common, however, to

both modes is the fact that, as the source produces principally a discrete many-line

spectrum, the scattered radiation and higher order emission lines can be easily identified.
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For operation with a dc power supply the spectrum is characteristic of an atomic

line spectrum with the most intense lines from transitions to the neutral ground state (He

I), and with a very low scattered background consisting entirely of light below the

ionization threshold (see figure (2-6)). To reduce the intensity of direct light entering the

detection chamber a post-grating mask was used. The line spectrum associated with the

pulsed condensed spark discharge results in the most intense lines being frorn transitions to

the singly ionized ground state (He II), but with a background above the ionization

threshold, that increases in intensity with a decreasing wavelength (see figure (2-6)). This

stray background was shown by Blackwell et al (1966), who used a plane grating

predisperser, to consist entirely of scattered light entering the detector, and so care must be

taken when conducting absorption measurements to determine the level of ionizing

radiation present in this scattered light.

The light intensity for the pulsed mode minors the current pulse profile, (Samson

(1967)), which was observed on a C.R.O. The lamp's current temporal shape was

naturally very similar to Samson's, and with the light pulse lasting approximately 2 ps, the

resultant instantaneous crürent through the lamp was calculated to be approximately

2500 A.
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CHAPTER 3

Wavelength selection

3.1 Diffraction grating theory

Samson (1967) presents a more than adequate account of the theory of diffraction

gratings, however, I will tender a precis of reflection concave diffraction gratings as

applicable to this work.

The fundamental principle of the concave diffraction grating is when the centre of

the grating, exit and entrance slits are all placed strategically on the circumference of a

Rowland circle, the diameter being equal to the radius of curvature of the grating, then the

entrance slit's image will be focussed at the exit slit. Because of the extreme shortness of

the wavelengths employed in this work, the grating must be used in a grazing incidence

geometry to maximise the light intensity at the exit slit. Gratings are blazed so as to shift

the concentration of light intensity away from the zeroth order and into a higher order of

the spectrum, typically the first order. Blazing of the gating requires the grooves to be

ruled, with the angle of the ruled face to the grating plane defining the blaze angle.

Blazing results in the specularly reflected beam to coincide with one wavelenglh, known as

the blazed wavelength. The blazed wavelength is specified for the first order, even though

the same criteria apply for half the wavelength in the second order and one-third the

wavelength in the third order and so on. The overlapping of higher orders can present a

serious problem for continuum sources however blazing for the f,rrst order to give the

highest possible free spectral range and the use of filters can help to negate this problem.

Specifically for line sources, overlapping of higher orders is generally not a problem,

particularly so for ELFV sources.
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3.2 The monochromator

The instrument used here is a GCA/lvlcPherson model #247 grazing incidence

monochromator. Figure (3-l) illustrates the basic components of the monochromator,

where the movable elements are limited to one component, the entrance slit, to minimise

defocussing of the slit image. The Bausch and Lomb replica grating is concave, with a

2277.6 mm radius, and is ruled with 1200 grooves per mm. The ruled area measures 50

mm wide, with a groove length of 30 mm, and with ablaze angle of 2o4'the blaze

wavelength is 600 .,4.. the exit slit was set at an angle of 84" relative to the normal of the

grating plane, theoretically producing an effective wavelength range for the

monochromator of 0 to 592 Å. A number read off the monochromator's scanning position

indicator provides the cord distance, in inches, from the entrance slit to the grating's

centre. This can be easily converted to provide the wavelength of the light at the

monocluomator's exit slit by conferring with the counter reading vcrsus wavelength chart,

or more accurately from a catalogued equation, both of which are contained in the

GCA/lvlcPherson user's manual. However, as the light source for this project produces

resonant radiation that is peculiar to the lamp's gas hlling the wavelengths of the emission

lines can be easily matched with those listed in atomic or molecular wavelength tables.

The choice of a line emission over a continuum source for absorption studies

negates problems associated with the instrumental bandwidth and its impact on the

measured absorption cross section. Critically spçaking, this is oniy true for a constant and

smooth absorption curve, which is generally the case for absorption in the EtfV, over the

monochromator's bandwidth function. Therefore in this work it is not crucial for the slit

function to be a symmetrical triangular function, (see Hudson and Carter (1968)). This

allows the slit widths to be determined independently, with a resultant trapezoidal shaped

slit frurction, which will optimize the light output at the exit slit without e.xcecding thc

maximum permissible pressure levels in the monoch¡omator. EUV gas discharge sottrces

are typically of low intensity so the entrance slit was used as rvide as practicable. The

entrance slit width selected rvas 250 p with the resultant pressure in the monochromator

being approximately 5 x 10-' T. An exit slit width of 1,000 ¡r maximised the light intensity
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at the exit slit with a negligible amount of target gas from the detector chamber detected in

the monochromator, (never exceeding 2 x 10 
-t t¡. This was only achievable after aflange

with a 1 cm by 0.3 cm slit was inserted between the differential pumping port and the

monochromator. The wavelength resolution for this work is independent of the

monochromator slits' settings, as the light source produces isolated emission lines. Instead

the resolution is dependent on the line widths produced by the H.C. lamp, which is

approximately 0'001 Å lsamson (1967)).

3.3 Operation of the monochromator

The monochromator was operated in the scanning mode with the entrance slit

mounted onto a curved way,thaltracks with the grating's Rowland circle. The lamp is

mated to the monochromator's entrance slit and is positioned on the curved rvay using the

wavelength drive mechanism, as shown in frgure (3-1) The wavelengfh of the light

emerging from the monochromator is simply adjusted by operating the scanning controller

to move the lamp along the curved way, thereby altering the angle of the entrance slit to

the grating.

The general running of the monochromator inclúded maintenance of the roughing

and diffusion pumps. This entailed examining, and when necessary changing the pump

fluids because of a build-up of contaminants which leads to a reduced pumping speed. Of

particular concem is the accumulation of deposits onto the grating surface. With

irradiation by ELIV light they will over time react with and destroy the surface of the

grating. McPherson's manual includes a technical bulletin with their suggested method for

cleaning a grating, however I found this to be less than satisfactory. CSIRO's Division of

Chemical Physics has developed a superior method, with the application of a resin solution

orrto the grating surface. When this resin has nearly dried it can be easily peeled off, along

with any loosely bonded contaminants from the grating surface. I have no data to conftrm

any improvements in the performance of the grating after cleaning with the resin, horvevet,

the grating appeared cleaner to the naked ey
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CHAPTER 4

Ionization particle detectors

4.1 Double ionization chamber theory

The absorption of monochromatic radiation by a gas can be quantiflied with the

equation (also known as Beer's law),

I: Ioa(-n"L) (4.1)

where Io and I are the photon fluxes entering and emerging from the interaction region

respectively, n is the number density of the target gas, L is the path length of the

interaction region and o is thc total absorption cross section of the gas.

For radiation whose energy is greater than the first ionization th¡eshold of the gas,

an ionization chamber with an appropriate voltage applied across the plates can be used for

the detection of ionic fragments. An ionization chamber, however, can not by itself

discriminate between atomic, or molecular, ground, excited, or dissociated state, ions.

Single ion collector plates were initially used, but later modifications included double

collector plates (Wainfan et al (1953)), installed in tandem and with grounded guard

electrodes. Watanabe (1954) omitted the guard electrodes and extended the trvo collector

plates so that they occupied the entire length of the ion chamber. By situating the plates so

that they almost touch at the chambers midpoint simplifies the computation of the cross

section (figure (4-l)

The chief advantage of using a double ionization chamber ("ion chamber") instead

of traditional absorption systems for cross sectional mcasurements is that the two ion

currents are measured simultaneously. This eliminates errors due to temporal variations in

the light output from the lamp and/or the pressure and\or the temperature of the target gas

in the ion chamber. Additionally the ion chamber is insensitive to scattered radiation of

wavelengths longer than the first ionization threshold of the target gas. Scattered radiation
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and over-lapping higher order spectra is respectively reduced or effectively eliminated

here because a line source r,vas used. Cook and Metzger (1964) investigated the effect of

fluorescent radiation on,the measurement of cross sections between 600-1000 Å for

oxygen and nitrogen and concluded that the wavelength of such radiation was longer than

3000 Ä.

For wavelengths shorter than 1000Ä. there are no transparent window materials

available. As the intensity of EI-IV gas discharge line sources are notoriously weak,

partially transparent windows are not a viable option. The ion chamber must therefore be

operated in the windowless mode, with a constant leaking of the target gas through the

chamber's entrance slit and a controlled gas replenishment system. A differential pumping

system is used to remove the gas before it can enter the monochromator. With such a

dynamic gas flow it is imperative that no pressure fluctuations exist rvithin the ion

chamber which would result in an erroneous measurement of the cross section. Cook and

Metzger (1964) experimented by varying the positions of the gas inlet port and the pressure

measuring devices along the ion chamber length finding no variance of their respective

measurements of the pressure readings and the cross secttons.

Positive ions are formed with their initial thermal energy, approximately 0.025 eV

at room temperatuTe, that they possessed before the photoionizing interaction intact, due to

their excessive mass relative to the electron, and supplemented with energy gained from

the applied electric fleld. As mentioned before, a neutral or ion rvould have to attain

double the first ionization potential before it could collide rvith and ionize a gas neutral. In

contrast photoelectrons are ejected with an initial energy given by E : hv - Ei , rvhere hv is

the photon energy and E, the ionization threshold of the target gas, so the photoelectron can

realistically possess several eV. An erroneously high electron current may be measured

because the initial photoelectron may possess and/or gain enough energy from the electric

f,reld to ionize a gas atom with the secondary electron also drawn to their collector

electrode. The repulsion electrode of the ion chamber is therefore biased positive to the

collectors so as to repel the ions and sweep-up the electrons.
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Sommerfield (1930) showed that the probability of an electron being ejected at an

angle 0 to the direction of propagation of the incident radiation is sin'O so the most likely

path of a photoelectron is perpendicular to the path of the incident radiation. Electrons

travelling at an angle to, but opposing, the electric field lines are retarded at a lorver

voltage than electrons moving parallel to, but opposing, the field lines. With no repulsion

fîeld the collector electrode will be bombarded by equal numbers of electrons and ions.

Incrementing the repulsion field will prevent electrons moving in the direction of the

collector, at an ever decreasing angle to the field lines, from reaching the collector. Then

the number of electrons moving towards the collector will decrease with increasing field

strength until eventually no electrons will reach the collectors, (see figure (4-2)), and a

"plateau'is attained in the measured ion current. Ideally the light beam is made to pass as

close to the ion repeller plate as possible to minimise the number of electrons from

reaching the ion colleotor and to also minimise the energy imparted to the electrons by the

electric fîeld to help prevent ftrther ionizations. V/ith higher photon energies the chamber

preferably is modified to contend with the more highly energetic photoelectrons by

surrounding the light beam with the repeller electrode and reducing the solid angle of the

collector electrode, by replacing the plane ion collector with a rod ion collector, as seen by

the photoelectrons and any scattered radiation (Cole and Dexter, (1977)). It is not critical

for all the ions to be collected for cross section measurements as the ratio of the front to

back ion currents is constant with a varying repeller voltage (Samson, (1967)). Horvever

maximising the ion currents detected, for either a low ionization cross section or low

intensity lamp emission line, will improve the. quality of the d¿ta. For calculations of the

photoionization yield or the absolute photon flux it is, horvever, imperative that the plateau

has been reached to ensure that all primary ions formed are collected and no

photoelectrons impinge on the collectors.

Samson and Yin (1989) investigated systematic errors associated with the use of

their ion chamber design and horv such errors effected the accuracy of cross section

measurements. Their solutions resulted in a quoted total accumulated error in their
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measurement of the total photoionization cross section of t 0.8 %. A concise examination

of the systematic effors investigated by Samson and Yin is found in Appendix I.

4.2 The experimental double ion chamber

The ion chamber used for this project is illustrated in figwe (4-3) and incorporates

the advantages described in the previous section and in Appendix I. The interaction region

is almost fully enclosed by the stainless steel repeller shield. The entrance apeffure to the

ion chamber meâsures 15 mm by 0.5 mm. Using a low vapour pressure glue, a rubber G-

ring was glued onto the outside surface of the entrance slit face and the ion chamber

situated so that the O-ring was abut to the vacuum chamber that encompasses the ion

chamber. This compels the target gas to florv through the entrance slit and so prevent

pressure fluctuations within the ion chamber. The G-ring was necessary to insulate the

repeller field electrode from the eanhed monochromator. The ion chamber was

terminated with a 90 o/otransmission stainless steel mesh to allow the light beam to be

absorbed by the sodium salicylate, a VIJV fluorescent material, coated perspex light pipe.

An EMI9514S photomultiplier (the S-type photomultiplier cathodes are most sensitive

near the 4250 

^maximum 
emission from the sodium salicylate) is used to locate the

lamp's emission lines. The divergence of the light beam was measured in both the

horizontal and vertical directions to be less than 0.5". The iolv beam divergence permits

the distance between the repeller electrode md the beam a.xis to be only 2 cm to minimise

secondary ionization. This can be easily achieved by constructing the ion chamber with a

rectangular cross section.

A low conductance baffle slit was constructed and placed at the entrance of the

vacuum chamber, adjacent to the monochromator's exit slit, housing the ion chamber (see

figure (44)) This enabled target gas pressures up to 250 mT in the ion chamber whilst

limiting the pressure in the monochromator to approximately 10-t T. The baffle slit also

helps to reduce the amount of scattered light entering the ion chamber. The dimensions of

the baffle slit was determined from the effective pumping speed at the differentially

pumped region and the ultimate pressures required for the ion chamber and the
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monochromator and calculated from an equation in Samson (1967). The exit slit width of

the monochromator is 1 mm, so a minimum baffle slit r,vidth of 2 mm was chosen to

prevent any significant reduction of the intensity of the light beam.

The majority of electrical insulation for the ion chamber was achieved by using

teflon lugs between the electrical conductors. Teflon has excellent resistance and vacuum

properties. The ion chamber is suspended from the vacuum chamber's upper flange via

teflon lugs. The ion collectors are connected by ceramic lugs to a stainless steel support,

which is supported by teflon lugs to the vacuum chamber. Teflon was not used to support

the ion collector rods as it can generate currents, when put under stress, in the picoampere

range. Using approximated lamp intensities and quoted cross section values from the

literature, the ion currents were expected to range from 1O-tt to 1O-to A, so the ion

chamber's insulation lugs were required to have very small leakage currents. This was

achieved by ensuring that the ion chamber was scrupulously cleaned before each data

collection run. Because the major source of contamination is oil from the pumping

systems, the assembled ion chamber was first washed in a tetrachloride "rain" shower.

This was produced by heating tetrachloride in a frying pan with a water cooled jacket used

to condense the vapour into a rain shower above the ion chamber, to dissolve oil

contaminates from the ion chamber surfaces. Acetone was then sprayed on to wash any

remaining oil away. Methanol spray then removed any water and flrnally ethanol rinsed

away any residual acetone or methanol. Onty research grade chemicals were used in

cleaning the ion chamber, thereby minimising any further contamination.

Current signals from the collector electrodes rvere carried along single strand teflon

insulated wires, to minimise movement, to the ion chamber's vacuum housing and

transmitted to the outside world via doubly-shielded kodar-kovar feed-throughs. The

guard electrode is held at the same potential as the data electrode (earth), thereby

intercepting any transient noise currents. The battery powered repulsion field voltage was

passed into the ion chamber's vacuum chamber by a glass feed-through and relayed along

a PVC coated wire.
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4.3 Photoionization cross section measurements using the double ionization chamber

Let Io, I, and I, be the photon fluxes at the entrance, midpoint and exit of the ion

chamber respectively and assume that the ion collectors, of length L, meet in the

chamber's midpoint, as shown in figure (4-3). Then for the front ion chamber

where y is the photoionization yield and e the charge of an electron. Then

combining equations (a.2) with (4.3) gives

i, : Ir 1e(" "L)- 1¡

Io: I,a(nol-)

and the total current from the front chamber is then given by

i':(Io-I')ye

and similarly for the back chamber

I,:Iza(n"L)

and

ir:Ir.1s(" "L)- 1¡

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)

(4 5)

(4 6)

Then oombining equations (4.6), (4.4) and (a.5) and with some simple

manipulation results in the total photoionization cross section equation for the ion chamber

to be given as
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(4.7)

The total photoionization cross section can then be determined by measuring the

front and back ion currents, the lengh of the collectors and the number density of the gas

in the ion chamber.

4.4 Metrology of the experimental ion chamber

This entailed the determination of the length of the ion collection region and the

number density of the target gas in the ion chamber. To ensure that the most accurate

measurement of the cross section ìvas realised, the systematic errors associated with the

determination of the cross section in relation to the ion chamber's experimental variables

are discussed.

4.4.1 I)etermination of ion collector length

To simpli$ the cross section measurements the ion chamber is bisected to form the

double ion chamber, making equation (4.7) expedient. It is not crucial for the two ion

collector electrodes to be exactly of equal length, but it is imperative that they meet

precisely at the centre of the ion chamber, with the gap as small as possible. This was

achieved by using a piece of paper to fix the gap to 0.15 mm. Any error in the ion

collector length can then be reasonably atfributed to the accuracy in determining the centre

of the ion chamber.

The inner chamber face of the entrance slit defines the onset of the collgcting

region for the ion chamber. Likervise the inner chamber surface of the 90 o/o transmission

mesh defînes the end of the ion chamber ion collection region (see Appendix I). The

length of the ion chamben,2L, was measured with a vernier calliper to be 308.80 mm,

giving L equal to 154.40 mm. The centre of the ion chamber was marked with a scribe to

within an estimated error of t 0.1 mm, this being half the width of the scriber's mark. A
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further error for the positioning of the two collector electrodes about this central point was

estimated to also be + 0.1 mm. Then the total error in L is + 0.2 mm.

4.4.2 Determination of the number density

The number density of the target gas was calculated from the gas pressüe and

temperature which are determined independently.

4.4.2@) Temperature measurement

This was measured indirectly using a precision IC temperature sensor Q'{ational

Semiconductor LM35 chip) with the vacuum chamber housing the ion chamber being the

heat sink for the chip's metal can package. The chip's operational range is quoted in it's

speciflrcation sheets as -55 to +150o C. The temperature of the vacuum housing was

averaged from that recorded before and after each experimental run to avoid interference

from the electromagnetic noise radiating from the lamp and the spark gap. The chìp and

associated circuit was calibrated using iced water, by averaging the tempetature recorded

every minute over a 30 minute period, to be (0.03 t 0.001)"C. This excellent result was

expected as the manufacturer's specification sheet states that the chip's accuracy is

guaranteed to t 0.5oC (at 25"C) for any given single measurement and therefore does not

require any external calibration or trimming.

A final point to consider is the cooling of the target gas upon free expansion,

otherwise known as a Joule-Kelvin expansion, when admitted into the vacuum chamber

from the reservoir, rvhere the gas is stored slightly above atmospheric pressure. Using

their respective virial coefhcients the temperature drop for a Joule-Kelvin expansion for

argon, oxygen and nitrogenare2.75,2.81 and 2.65 'K respectively. Horvever Dr. McCoy

pointed out that the gas temperature would reach equilibrium with the vacuum chamber in

a very short time. In any case the temperature of the gas rvould reach equilibrium with the

equipment after the two hour period required for the pressure in the ion chamber to

stabilise.
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4.4.2(b) Ptessure measurement

The pressure of the target gas in the ion chamber was measured with a MKS

Baratron type220B capacitance manometer using a 1 Torr head. The pressure trânsducer

is an absolute unit with a metal diaphragm separating the sealed and gettered high vacuum

reference cavity (at 10-t T) from the port attachedto the ion chamber's vacuum chamber.

The unit also contains a heater circuit to maintain the sensor at an internally regulated

temperature to ensure it's accuracy and with the unit operated in a temperatwe controlled

environment, temperature transpiration effects are totally eliminated (Gascoigne (1970)).

The manufacturer's instruction manual states the linearity of the pressure measurement at

+ 0.l5 o/o and with a temperature coefficient of + 0.02 % /"C the final relative error of the

pressure measurement could be assumed to be + 0.17 %. However, Samson and Yin

(1989) constructed a precision oil manometer to recalibrate their capacitance manometer,

which they found read 0.72 o/o too high. Attempts to calibrate the capacitance manoffieter

to be used for this experiment were fruitless as the only standard available was a Mcleod

gauge which could not provide repeatable results over four calibration runs. Assigrung a

realistic total error for the pressure measurement is therefore a difficult task.

The dc output from the Baratron transducer was used to control the flow rate of the

target gas into the ion chamber through a needle valve. It is firstly necessary to zero the

Baratron gauge by pumping to below the gauge minimum, in this case 0.1 mT, and then

after a 30 minute wann-up period the zero potentiometer is adjusted so that the pressure

meter reads zero. The pressure gauge supplies a 10 V output which rvas used as an input

into a Granville-Phillip's automatic pressure controller (APC). The APC subsequently

operates a servo driven valve by comparing the pressure in the vacuum chamber lvith the

preset target pressure on the APC's reference control. The derivative and gain controls of

the APC were adjusted so as to achieve a stable gas pressure to 0.1 rnT during all of the

cross section measurements. Typically the APC required several hours for the vacuum

chamber's pressì.re to satisfactorily stabilise before attempting a cross section

measurement. The target gases were supplied by CIG and were guaranteed al99.95yo

pure.
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4.a.a@) Target gas number densifY

The number density can be easily deduced from the perfect gas law and is given by

nlcm-3)- P(mT) x9.653 x 1or5
T ("K)

(4.8)
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CHAPTER 5

Ion current measuring equipment

5.1 Review of electrometer instrumentation

As stated before, the ion currents were expected to range from approximately 10-t'

to l0-to A. Therefore, to ensure an optimal precision for the cross section measurements,

notwithstanding other sources of enors, the dark current for the ion detection equipment

must be no greater than approximately 10-to A.

Particular care is required when measuring extremely small ilrrrents because of the

high input impedance and sensitiviry of the cunent sensing equipment, such as with

monolithic electrometers, that is operational amplifrers. Leakage current paths across

printed circuit boards and the discrete components themselves can place severe limiøtions

on both the accuracy and precision of the measurements. After components have been

soldered in position, the printed circuit boards must be thoroughly cleaned using

trichloroethylene to remove solder flux. The board is then rinsed with methanol, to

remove any other residues, which evaporates without leaving a conducting deposit.

The inputs to the amplifier must be well shielded from stray currents, such as those

originating from adjacent voltage supply pins. This can be simply achieved by

incorporating an input guard ring on the circuit board which encircles the inputs with a

conductor track that is driven to the same potential as the amplifier's inputs. The guard

ring intercepts and so diverts any stray currents from reaching the amplifier's inputs. To

further increase the degree of screening both sides of the circuit board are left with the

largest area of a copper plane as possible. Another excellent method to protect the inputs

from stray cunents is to use ceramic insulated stand-offs, The current signal wires from

the doubly-insulated feed-throughs to the amplifier inputs should be provided rvith their

own shields that are driven to gtound at one end only, preferably that end closest to the

amplifier's input guard. The coaxial wire should have an adequate insulation, ideally

teflon, and therefore be held rigid. Ground loops, such as one formed when the circuit's
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power supply and amplifiers are not earthed at the one point on the circuit board, must be

eliminated. The presence of a ground loop permits stray magnetic field pick-up, for

example from those emanating from an electrically noisy circuit, such as a spark gap, or

even from an ac powered instrument. The resultant induced voltage appearing at the

amplifier's input has a magnitude dependent upon the area of the gtound loop, the

magnetic flux density and the orientation of the loop to the field lines.

5.2 Experimental electrometer

The methods discussed above were adhered to using a hybrid operational amplifier,

the ultra low bias current Intel ICH8500 ACTV chip in a TO-99 metal packa-ee, with an

input bias current less than l0-t* A when its rnetal case is driven to the same potential as

the inputs. The chip consists of two closely matched MOSFETs employed as an input

stage and encapsulated in the sarne package as a conventional operational amplifier

without its normal input stage. The inputs are protected from voltage transients by, trvo

internally opposed diodes which under normal operating conditions no voltage appears

across the diodes and hence contributes no error current, and an external resistor in series

to the amplifier's signal input pin. The circuit diagrams for an electrometer, rvith one used

with each ion collector, is shown in figure (5-1). The circuit conhguration chosen was the

feedback type in preference to the shunt conhguration as the input impedance and

capacitance of the former is lorver (Zsdanszky,1973). The lower input impedance reduces

insulation requirements and a signifîcantly lower input capacitance results in a controlled

rise time of the electrometer which is dependent upon the feedback resistance and

capacitance. The discrete components on the circuit board are a source of errors and the.v

must be individually substantiated to determine the best choice of components and method

of usage. The Welwyn "Welmegox" composition type glass encapsulated resistor is the

most suitable for use in the feedback circuit, with it's linearity being measured to be within

+1 oá over a period of one year (Reid (1977)). It's stabiiity to temperature and applied

voltage variations is satisfactory with a temperature coefficient of < 0.5 % /oC and a

voltage coeffîcient of < 0.25 % N. Any movement or vibration produces a change in the
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capacitance across the feedback resistor and results in a corresponding transience in the

output voltage, therefore the feedback resistor must be rigrdly supported (Kenidge (1991)).

For example, it can be clad inside a cylindrical short length of teflon with a rigid wire

wrapped tightly over the teflon and both ends soldered onto the board. A capacitor in the

feedback circuit can be used to reduce the bandwidth, and therefore the noise, of the

amplifîer. Current leakage across the surface of the feedback capacitor can be minimised

by cleaning with methanol. A ceramic capacitor reduces the area of the dielectric

therefore minimising the current leakage. A Welmegox l0ttO resistor and a 1 pF ceramic

capacitor form the feedback circuit giving the time constant for the electrometer equal to

0. 1 s, therefore the output voltage has stabilized to withi n 7 o/o of its final voltage after half

a second. To ensure effec.tive screening from electromagnetic interference, the circuit

board is mounted adjacent to the ion chamber's doubly insulated feed throughs with both

housed in a metal box screwed to the top of the vacuum chamber. The operational

amplifier's output is transmitted by wire to the digitising circuit which can increase the

capacitive load of the output, resulting in the output oscillating. This was prevented by

isolating this capacitive load from the amplifier's output with a series resistor at the

amplifier output, R, as shown in figure (5-1)

5.3 Digitiser circuit

The digitiser consists of a monolithic voltage to frequency converter, "V-F", an

Analogue Device integrated circuit 4D537, that accepts full scale input voltages of + 30 V

and provides an output up to 100 kHz, the maximum frequency depending upon the

external RC network chosen. Linearity of the chip is rated at t 0.05 o/o for 10 kHz full

scale and provides a TTL output that is suit¿ble to drive a LED. The RC combination

chosen,(l0 kCl and 0.01 U.F), ensures that for a 10 V (which is the maximum voltage output

for the electrometers) input to the V-F chip results in a 10 kHz output. To prevent

erroneous signals appearing at the high input impedance of the V-F, it's shielded from any

electrical noise by enclosing it in the solid brass box that also encloses the boxed

electrometers. The V-F's data signals are communicated to the outside world using
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optocoupling techniques, a LED-phototransistor pair. Lying flush and in electrical contact

with the wall of the shield box and positioned between the LED-phototransistor pair is a

90 % transmission mesh, which prevents electrical interference from penetrating the

shield. The signal from the phototransistor is transmitted over a coaxial cable within

copper tube shield, with the coaxial's shield grounded to the double Faraday cage that

houses the computer, interface box and the APC. The signal wire, once inside the Faraday

cage, is inputted into a high precision comparator chip (National Semiconductor LM 339)

to modulate the pulses to TTL specifications, as required at the input to the computer

interface circuit. Figure (5-2) shows the digitising circuitry and the LED-phototransistor

construction.
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CHAPTBR 6

I)ata recording electronics

6.1 Computer interface

The computer interface provides hand-shaking capabilities between the computer

and an external electronic device, enabling storage of data which can be easily

manipulated by computer software for later analysis. For the present work the interface

permitted the computer to indirectly measure the two ion currents from the ion chamber by

counting pulses (the frequency of which are shorvn below to be directly proportional to the

ion currents) provided to the interface. The computer used here is a Commodore PET

8032.

The computer interface circuit is shown in Figure (6-l) The Rockwell R6522

Versatile Interface Adaptor (VIA) is the "brains" of the interface board with control of

peripheral devices handled by its tv/o progtammable 8-bit bi-directional ports. Expanded

hand-shaking capabilities enable controlled data transference between the peripheral

devices and the microprocessor. The actual counting of the data pulses is executed by an

Intel 8253 programmable interval timer which contains three independent pre-settable 16-

bit down counters. The counters have separate inputs but are controlled by the same

window pulse, whose period is set by counter #2 inthe 8253 and can range from 2 ¡rs to

ovçr 2 hours. The R6522 control lines, CAl and CA2, are used to initiate the gating of the

data to the counters in the 8253 chip. The initial count value, 65535, is programmed into

the chip via a control word before the start of each data collection and with mode "0"

selected, the 8253 is operated in the timer mode. The counters are latched to the VIA's

ports by read handshaking which allows positive control of data transfer from the counters

to the microprocessor. The direction of the data transfer is controlled by the R/W line in

conjunction with the chip select inputs, CSI and CS2. When R/W is high (read operation)

and the R6522 is selected, data is transferred from the selectedR6522 register onto the
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microprocessor bus. The microprocessor reads the data and upon completion of this task

initiates the generation of a data taken intemrpt signal. The R6522 then commences

another count sequence that results in new data being made available to the

microprocessor via the above process. The computer program written for the collection of

data and a basic explanation of the coding are found in Appendix II.

6,2 Detector linearity

To ensure that the resultant total photoionization cross sections measured are

physically relevant it is imperative to show that the entire data sensing and recording

apparatus behaves linearly with respect to the input ion currents, or else any non-linearity

can be calibrated for, over the whole ion current range. A Keithly Instruments Model 261

Picoammeter providing a 1O-to to 10-e A current range was used to test the linearity of the

system. A correlation coefficient was measured many times during the experimental

period, and was calculated to be better than 0.9995 for both detector circuits over the

entire, and all individual decade, ion current ranges.
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CIIAPTER 7

Data acquisition

7.1 Experimental techniques

In this section I will omit the operational procedures for the commercially available

instruments used as this has either already been covered or can be readily gleaned from

their respective owner's manuals. I will, however, discuss the practical steps required for

the experimental measurement of the total photoionization cross sections.

The vacuum system, encompassing the monochromator a¡d the ion chamber, was

pumped by the difiusion pumps for at least24 hours prior to an experimental run to ensure

that the system had reached a pumping speed equilibrium. This also allows out-gassing of

the ion chamber to remove any remaining residues from the cleaning processes. As the

cross section is dependent on the temperature of the target gas (see section 4.4.2), and the

equipment is housed in an air conditioned room, the air conditioner was operated for the

same 24 hour period as the pumping system to allow the room and the apparatus to reach

an ambient temperatwe.

The procedurç for operation of the lamp has been previously discussed, however,

there were problems encountered. The EIIV light source rvhen run in the dc mode can be

used for cross section measurements almost immediately after ignition as the ion chamber

method is insensitive to temporal iight fluctuations. However, for use in the pulsed mode,

it was crucial to allow approximately 20 minutes for the lamp and/or the spark gap to

stabilise to eliminate their interference on othe¡ equipment. Dwing this wann-up period

the lamp fired erratically and was electromagnetically noisy, interfering with the

performance of the pressure transducer and the APC, resulting in the pressure in the ion

chamber becoming very erratic. Also the ion current amplifier outputs were driven to rail

voltages. The shielding of the lamp and spark gap was increased by cladding 4 mm

aluminium sheeting to the outer surfaces of their shields and wrapping the pressure

transducer, its cabling and the APC's cabling to the needle valve servo motor with
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aluminium foil, but this only resulted in a slight decrease in the magnitude of the

fluctuation of the pressure transducer and the ion current amplifiers were still inoperable.

The interference was finally suppressed by thoroughly cleaning the lamp's anode and

cathode, or their subsequent replacement when badly pitted, the internal and extemal

surfaces of the lamp and the spark gap's electrodes before each experimental run.

However, the warm-up period for the lamp was still necessary as the data collccted during

this period was susceptible to variations. This was demonstrated by connecting a purpose

built picoampere source directly onto the ion collector rods and using the computer to

measure the currents, fîrstly with the lamp offand then with the lamp run in the pulsed

mode. The picoampere source, consisting of a L 5 V battery in series with two 1Ott ç¿

resistors, was placed inside the brass shìeld with the detection circuits. With the lamp ofÏ,

the currents \¡vere stable to wrthin + 0.01 x 1O'tt A (or ú.05% of the output voltage),

however, during the pulsed lamp warm-up period the electrometer's output fluctuated by

up to f 50o/o for the identical input current. The averaged current amplifier output of

twenty data points from each detector circuit with the lamp offwas compared to that

obtained with the pulsed lamp after the 20 minute wann-up period and was shown to be

within ú.06% with no change in the standard deviatiorr ofthe measured current. There

was virtually no change in the current recorded from when the lamp was mn in the dc

mode to that rvith the lamp turned off.

Scattered light entering the ion chamber presented no problems while the lamp was

used in the dc mode with a zero "dark" ion current detected when the monochromator was

moved off a lamp emission line. However with the lamp used in the pulsed mode the

intensity of the scattered light background, as detected by the photomultiplier, increased

with decreasing wavelength, initially in a monotonic fashion and then in a parabolic

fashion from below - 300 Å. the resultant ion currents produced from scattered light

entering the ion chamber must be subtracted from the ion currents measured with the

monochromator set on an identifîable lamp emission line. This was simply achieved by

moving the monochromator off a lamp emission line and measuring the dark ion current.

To ensure that only the effect of the scattered light was removed, the monochromator was
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moved off-line above and below the emission line where the dark ion currents were found

to be similar to within 0.02%. The dark ion currents were then subtracted from the "on-

line" ion currents and the resultant "true" ion currents were used in equation (4.7).

The data measured at 584.3 ,4. by the ion chamber when using the lamp in the dc

mode was independently verifîed using the photomultiplier, by recording the light intensity

with firstly no gas and then with gas admitted into the chamber. This assumes that the

lamp's intensity remains constant while pumping the gas from the chamber. The worst

case producçd a match to within approximately 7%o with 5% being the best result.

Furthermore, wherever possible the cross section data obtained with the lamp operated in

one mode is verified using the lamp in the other mode. The only wavelengths for which

this was possible was at 583.4 and 303.8 Ä.. the resultant comparisons were considered to

be in excellent agreement, with a relative difference no greater than 1 .5o/o andtypically

approximately 1.3%.

7.2 Operation of the double ionization chamber

An initial test of the present experimental system was used to conoborate with the

findings of Samson and Yin (1989), in particular with the basic variation of the cross

section as a function of the gas pressure. A compliance with the form of their curve shape

would present a strong credence to their systematic error analysis and give confidence to

cross section values measured here at other wdvelengths.

Table 7-1 below lists the cross section values measured here for Ar at 583.4 Ä. and

at thc listed pressures.
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Table 7-1

35.9135.863s.9633.6t94
36.0936.t336.05ls.9t54
35.8235.7435.9010.4131

35.833s.733s.936-7t07
3s.673s_4935.854.180

35.6035.3335.87J.J67

34.9234.3335.51t.937

34.5733.7035.431.522

o' (Mb)o.u" (Mb)o* (Mb)RP(mt)

The columns in the above table are, respectively, P(mt)- the pressure in the ion

chamber in millitorr, R- the ratio of the front collector ion current to the back collector ion

current, o*(Mb) and o*¡,(Mb) - the cross sections measured with and without reversal of

the electrometers (see Appendix I) in Megabarns (:1O'ta c-'¡, where each cross section

value is the mean of ten measurements and or (Mb) the experimental cross section,

calculated by taking the average of columns 3 and 4. Figure (7-l) is a graph of the cross

sections, o"(Mb) and o*¡"(Mb) from the chart above, as a funçtion of the gas pressure. It is

immediately obvious that these curves are comparatively similar to those obtained by

Samson and Yin, with due respect for the magnitudes of the systematic errors. The second

ion chamber's termination mesh used here is similar to that used by Samson and Yin,

therefore the effective reduction in the second ion chamber's length is equal to one mesh

hole diameter, that is 1 mm. The maximum fractional error in the ratio (i1lir) was

estimated to be + lVo, andwas determined by the maximum nns error of the mean of ion

currents detected from the experiment. The reflectance of the terminator was then equated

to be approximately 6olo, which being almost twice the reflectance of Samson and Yin's

could possibly be explained by dehydration of the sodium salicylate coating (Watanabe

(1954)), thereby leading to an increase in the reflectance.
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CHAPTER 8

Experimental Data

8.1 Introduction

Total photoionization cross sections for Ar, O., and N, are presented here at the He

emission lines of 584.3,537.0,522.2,303.8, 256.3, and243.0,4.. er was chosen as the

first target gas to be studied because of the inherent simplicity of its photoabsorption

mechanism and because of its relatively large photoionization cross sections, thereby

providing a performance test for the experimental system.

8.2 Argon total photoionization cross section

Once it was established that the systematic errors for the iort chambcr had bccn

correctly accounted for the collection of data could be accurately realised. Table 8-l

below is a compilation of the total photoionization cross section data of argon

Table 8-l

The first column lists the helium emission line wavelengths at which the total

photoionization cross sections could be determined using Ar as the target gas. The second

column, o'B (Mb), is a list of the experimental total photoionization cross sections as

5.82.38,,5.7-4.61.080.12t.432.24303.8

-1.734.50b1.4-0.3t.l20.1117.835.10522.2

-r.735.25,,1.4-0.3t.140.1 117.935.87s37.0

0.235.98"1.3-0.21.130.0918.735.90584.3

o¡.-oe

(%\

6¡

(Mb)

t Âo1

(%\

Aot

(%l

+ Âon

(%\

ts"
(Mb)

R6¡

(Mb)

À

rÅl
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calculated here in accordancç with the methods explained previously. Column three, R,

records the averaged ratio of the front to the back ion currents from all measurements. The

averaged cross section measurements taken at three pressures, for which R was chosen to

reduce the systêmatic errors associated with the ion chamber and the random elrors

associated with the uncertainties of the pressrue and temperature measu¡ements. For the

303.8 Ä. data it was necessary to measwe the cross section at the maximum allowable

pressure in the ion chamber, see below, and also in Appendix I. Column four, lists the

standard deviation of the mean cross section value shown in column two. Columns five to

seven are, respectively, the random error (+ Âo¡ (%)), systematic error ( Âos (%)), and the

resultant total error (+ Àor (%)) being the greater sum of the systematic and random errors,

of the cross section measurements listed in column two. The random çrror for the

experiment was determined using the standard deviation of the data set, because as

discussed prwiously the random error for the pressure measurement could not be

accurately determined. The accuracy of the measured cross section will be resolved by

comparing the present data with those published by other researchers. The random errors

listed in table 8-l were calculated from the sum of the random errors from each cross

section measurement at the one pressure. The random error is dependent upon the

preciseness of an experimental measwement and therefore is a record fluctuations in the

measurements. The standard deviation is an appropriate measure of the random er¡or of

the experiment. Disregarding a lack of precision in the measuring instruments the random

enor is then calculated from the standard deviation of the observation. The ra¡dom errors

listed in the tables here is the uncertainty associated with the determination of the mean.

Nonstatistical fluctuations, which arise from data that exists beyond 3 or 4 standard

deviations from the mean were eliminated in accordance to Chauvenet's criterion. This

was only necessary for a few data points and lvas carried out with complete confidence as

the data in question always had a large deviation from the mean. The systematic errors

were calculated in accordance to the error equations contained in Appendix I. The ei-ehth

column, o¡ (Mb), lists the cross sections deemed to be the most accurate as found from a

literature survey. Subscripts a, b, c and d refer to the data presented by Samson and Yin
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(1989), Marr and West (1976), Samson et al (1991) and Fennelly and Ton (1992)

respectively. This nomenclature applies to all the cross sectional data tabled here. The

final columfl, c¡-o¡ (%), lists the relative difference between the corresponding cross

sections obtained from the literature and those measu¡ed here.

The data collected here compares favourably with the data from the literatu¡e

survey with particular reference to that by Samson and Yin (1989). Their cross section

value at 584.3 Å, with an estimated total accumulated error quoted at 10.8 %, of 35.98 Mb

is remarkably close to the cross section measured here of 35.90Ìvlb. This is to be expected

because this work employed an equivalent ion chamber and is methodologically identical

to Samson and Yin's, therefore baning any additional sources of errors, the result should

be analogous. This would seem to also vindicate the accuacy of the pressure transducer.

The cross sectional data collected at 537.0 and522.2 ^Â. 
is best compared with the data

presented by Man and West (1976) in which they combined data from their own

experiment with those from other workers. The latter data was individually weighted

depending upon meeting certain criteria concerning data quality to enhance Marr and

Vy'est's own data accuracy by, hopefully, reducing the systematic errors associated with all

the data used. This was achieved by obtaining a "best" fit value Çurve by fitting a

polynomial to the resultant weighted data points. The total error in the final cross section

value was determined from the weighted means, with their own and other lvorker's data

which matched theirs given unity weight, and was calculated using the rms deviation of the

polynomial coefficients to be between 2o/o and3o/o. In comparison with my data the cross

sections of Marr and West (1976) were both approximately 1.7% low. Since my estimated

total error was t l.4Vo, there exists a sufficient overlap of the error margins for the present

data,to agreç with that published by Man and'West. Furthermore the precision of the data

presented here is judged to be impressively unimpeachable with a minirnal scattering of

the individual cross section data values that contribute to the final cross section values.

This is supported by a standard deviation of the mean for all groìlps of twenty data points,

taken at the single pressure, at each wavelength being less than 0.3% of the mean cross

section value.
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Because of limitations due to the length of the ion chamber used here and the

maximum permissible target gas pressure the cross section of Ar at 303,8 Å was measured

only at the maximum pressure allowable in the ion chamber. Adjusting the 303.8 Å data

to allow for the systematic associated with the ion chamber, results in the "improved"

cross section value of 2.34 Mb, which lies within the error margin quoted in Samson et al.

(1991) of t lo/o. Data for Ar taken at256.3 and243.0 Ä. using the present ion chamber

proved to vary widely and be unrepeatable and therefore totally unreliable. Operating the

chamber at the highest permissible pressure resulted in a minimal variation of cross section

measurements from the mean within the one data collection run of l50o/o. This is partially

due to R being only approximately 1.09 for both wavelengths, which places the cross

section values on the steepest section of the appropriate curve, one for each wavelength,

similar to figure (7-1). The reduced cross section values effectively results in the

translation of the respective curves to higher pressures. Additionally, and more

significantly, because of the low cross section value (0.70 and 0.75 N'fb respectively,

Samson et al., (1991)) and the limitations of the experimental equipment discussed above,

the resultant ion currents were of the order of 10-t'A. This was only marginally greater

than the ion currents produced by the ionizable background radiation present at that

wavelength region. The above then combine to produce the large variations in the

measured cross sections.

Figure (8-1) is a graph of the total photoionization cross section determined here as

a function of the wavelength and superimposed upon those obtained by several other

workers, as indicated in the caption beneath the graph.

8.3 Nitrrcgen total photoionization cross section

Table 8-2 below is a compilation of the cross section data collected here using

identical headings to table 8-l
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Tabte 8-2

4.89.68d2.5-1.41.140.253.19.21243.0

0.270.21o2.2.1.11.030.113.410.19256.3

0.271.7002.21 11 0 10.104.011.68303.8

-4.024.68n1.2-0.11.0300919.325.70s22.2

-2.025.23^1.2-0,11.030.1219.32s.7s537.0

0.0422.78"7.3-0.21.040.0713.722.77584.3

or,--or

(%l
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t Âo1
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(%l
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(%l
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(Mb)
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(Mb)
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Figure (8-2) is a graph showing the total photoionization cross section, as

determined here, as a function of the wavelength and superimposed upon the data from

other researchers as indicated in the caption beneath the graph. Similarly with the cross

section of Ar, the cross section for N2 at 584.3 
^Ä. 

measured here has a relative difference

with Samson and Yin's ofjust 0.04%. The cross sections measured at 537.0 and 522.2 Å,

are both greater than that quoted by Fennelly and Ton (1992). Their data was a

compilation of experimental and theoretical cross sections uqing the most recent

measurements where discrepancies existed betw-een sets of data. However the enor

margins of the data presented here overlaps with those quoted by Fennelly and Torr.

Adjusting the 303.8, 256.3 and243.0 Å data to allow for the systematic associated with the

ion chamber, results in the "improved" cross section values of 1 I .81, 10.30 and 9.34 Mb.

These differ from that contained in Fennelly and. Torr (1992)by -0.9o/o, -0.9% and+3.5o/o.

The overlap of the error margins of the present data and that of Fennelly and Ton (+ 3%)

for the data taken at 303.8 and256.3 A is very good. The 243.0 Å data, though there exists

a large relative enor with Fennelly and Torr's data, still presents an overlap of their enor

margins.
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8,4 Oxygen total photoionization cross section

Table 8-3 below ís a compilation of the total photoionization cross section data

collected for this work using identical headings to table 8-1.

Table 8-3

-1.672.77d1.9-0.81.130.184.712.37243.0

-1.313.37d1.ó-0.61.020.175.513.54256.3

5.016.81d1.2-0.21.010.107.115.97303.8

0.724.59d1.3-0.21.050.0816.524.40s22.2

-4.825.25nr.2-0.1r.070.0823.726.48537.0

0.3)) a<1.3-0.21.040.07t3.622.87584.3

o¿--o¡

(%j

(l¡
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Figure (8-3) is a graph showing the total photoiortization cross section, as

determined here, as a function of the wavelength and superimposed upon the data from

other researches as indicated in the caption below the graph.

The present data for 584,3 Ä is again similar to Samson and Yin's (1989) for the

reasons discussed above. The remaining He I data iS inconsistent with that quoted in

Fennelly and Torr with the present 537.0 Å cross section value at alarge -4.8% variance,

whereas the present 522.2 Å cross section value differs by only 0.7Yo fromFennelly and

Torr. However for the 537.0 Å, present cross section and that of Fennelly and Torr the

error margins just overlap. Once again an adjustment of the present data can be made to

allow for the systematic errors associated with the ion chamber used for the cross sections

measured at 303.8, 256.3 and243.0..4., resulting in "improved" cross section values of

16.00, 13.62 and 12.47 Mb respectively. These differ from that contained in Fennelly and

Ton (1992)by +4.8o/o, -7.g\o and -2.5o/o. The 303.8 .,4. cross section value was verified to
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1A% (16.23 Nfb) with the lamp operated in the dc mode. The He II data nevertheless

exhibits good agreement to that of Fennelly and Ton.
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APPENDD( I

SYSTEMATIC ERRORS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL

DOUBLE ION CHAMBER

The principle aim of this appendix is to examine the systematic errors associatçd

with the specific design of the ion chamber used here. This has already been performed by

Samson and Yin (1989), so I will here present a synopsis of their findings.

This will entail a discussion of (1) the absolute accuracy of the electrometers used

to detcrmine i1 and L and (2) the method used to terminate the second ion chamber and it's

effect upon tbe resultant values of ir and particularly i2.

(1) The electrometçrs have been fully described in Chapter 4. Both displayed a

high degree of linearity during the experimental period, with the smallest correlation

coefficient calculated at0.9995. The outputs from both electrometers with a constant

input current increased at a maximum of 5Yo per hour, because of intemal heating of the

electromçter chip, with an average of 3.60Â per hour. However tests showed that the

linearity of both electrometers were not unduly effected for periods lasting up to two hours

which \¡/as approximately triple the maximum length of time of any experimental run.

However it is crucial to determine the consequence of an error in the absolute accuracy of

both or either of the electrometers usedto measure i1 and ir on the cross section

measurement and if required to ascertain a solution. The ideal cross section is given by

(A1.1)

However, with a fractional error/in the ratio (i, /ir), the actual measured cross

section is given by
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(r xf) (A1.2)

The fractional error biases the measured cross section either positive or negative

from the true value, depending upon which electrometer is used to measure ir or iz.

However the magnitude of the fractional e¡ror is a constant. Combining equations 41.1

\Mith 41.2 leads to the relative error in the cross section measurement being given by

o -o
(A1.3)

o

Then the relative error in o decreases, for a constant value ofl with an increase tn

the number density, or the pressure. The error due to a fractional enor in the ratio (it/ i2)

can then be eliminated by making a measurement of the cross section at a sufäciently high

prgssure, or alternatively by making a measurement of the cross section and then reverse

the inputs to the electrometers, repeating the measurement, and taking an average of the

two measurements. To eliminate any further calibration errors the electrometers were

always used with their concurrent circuitry. Figure (Al-1) is a graph depicting the cross

section that is measured for a + 17o error in the ratio (i1/ i2) as a function of the pressure

with the curves labelled t b.

(2) Another systematic error associated with the present experimental ion chamber

arises from the method used to terminate the second ion chamber.

A detector such as a photomultiplier is mandatory rvhen using a line source to

locate the wavelength at which the cross section is to be measured. To terminate the

second ion chamber and allow the monitoring of the incident radiation a90%o transparent

mesh was used. A plastic light pipe coated with sodium salicylate was placed behind and

in contact with the mesh. The photomultiplier was then bolted onto a flange that is

connected to the ion chamber's vacuum chamber which bought it into contact with the

( (#r) h(1tl)
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back face of the light pipe. This arrangement had been shown (Samson and Yin (1989)) to

have a minimum impact on reducing the ion current magnitudes. Fr<jm this set-up the

systematic €rrors in the method of terminating the present ion chamber are (i) reflection

from the terminator and (ii) the reduction in the effective length ofthe second chamber.

(i) Using the same nomenclature as in section 4.3 the intensity of the incident

radiation into the ion chamber is given as Ie. Then the number of ions formed above each

collector during the initial passage of light beam is given by

where y is the ionization efficiency of the gas at that wavelength. Upon reflection

of the light beam, additional number of ions formed above each collector electrode need to

bc included into equation (41.4), but with the term (r Is exp(-o n L)) substituted for Is,

wherç r is the reflectance of the terminator. However, the last exponential term from the

second equation in (41.4) is now appended to the equation calculating the current from the

first chamber, which upon reflection from the ion chamber is now treated as the second

chamber. Then after combining the two sets of equations for the front and back ion

chambers to produce the total number of ions formed above each electrode and taking the

logarithm of the ratio of the two resultant equations produces the relative enor in the cross

section which is given by

+:vlo[l -exp(-onL)],
e

? 
: y Io [1 - exp (-o n r.)] exp (-o n L) (41.4)

(A1.s)

and is plotted in figure (41-l) as a function ofthe pressure for a reflectivity of 5o/o

and with the cun¿e labelled c.
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(ìi) The light pipe is an insulator and due to photoemission will begin to

accumulate a positive charge. An intense electric field between the pipe and the

terminator mesh results that will penetrate the mesh's holes into the chamber and attract

ions formed in the chamber to the pipe. As the number of ions collected by the insulator

increases, and no other processes were to intervene, then the charge on the insulator would

increase until it reached the mesh's potential and the loss of ions from the ion chamber

would halt. However photoelectrons formed within the chamber are accelerated towards

the mesh and if the field between the mesh and the insulator was suffrciently reduced the

photoelectrons will reach the insulator hence increasing the fïeld strength. Therefore an

equilibrium is reached where the number of ions and photoelectrons onto the insulator is

constant. The ions lost to the pipe originate approximately one hole diameter into the

chamber from the mesh Samson and Yin (1989)). Then the net effect is a reduction of the

effective length of the second ion electrode. The mesh used has hole diameters of

approximately I mm, so the net result is a decrease of L for the second chamber of 1 mm.

The number of ions produced above each collector is then given as

+ : YIo [1 - exp(-onr)],
e

? : yloexp(-onL) [r -.*p(-""n)J

fs.-sl : l--1-l
I o ) \onr) 1- exp ( )

(4r.6)

and once again, taking the logarithm of the ratio of (41.6) results in the relative

error of the cross section and is given by

1- exp(-onL)
(A1.7)

-onL

' which is plotted in figure (41-1), with a reduction of L by l% (U: 0.99L), as a

function of the pressure and as the solid curve marked a.
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APPENDD( II

CBM-INTERFACE PROGRAIVI

BASIC ROUTINE TO SET-LIP 6522 AND 8253 REGISTERS
FOR TIIE 2.2 MMONOCHROMATOR
DATA 169, 195, l4l, 37, 137, 169, 238, l4l, 44, 137, 96
FOR I :634T0 644
READ A; POKE I, A
NEXT I
Cl :35086
Vl :35102
INPIJT "HOW MANY DATA POINTS" ;K
DIMX(K), Y(K), Z(K)
FORJ=lTOK:GOTO1110
POKE Yl +2,128 : POKE Vl + 4, 80

POKE Vl + 11,192: POKE Vl + 12,236
POKE Vl +14, O

POKE Cl +7,48 :POKE Cl + 4,255 :POKE Cl + 4,255
POKE Cl+7,112:POKE Cl + 5,255 :POKË Cl + 5,255
POKE Cl + 7, 176 : POKE CI + 6,9 : POKE Cl + 6, 0
LET X (J): ((255 - PEEK (C1) + (256 * (255 - PEEK (C1))))
PRINT J

PRINT X(J) "Hz" ,,
LET Y (J) : ((255 - PEEK (Cl + 1)) + (2s6 *(255 - PEEK (Cl + 1)))
PRINT Y(J) "H2" ,,
IF E$ : "Y'TIIEN PRINT #2,X (J); CHR$ (13);Y (J)
FOR I: 1 TO 1000 : NEXT I
NEXT J
END

CBM PROGRA1VI GTITDE

The addresses for the interface board are -

C1 : 35088 : Chip select for the 8253 counter
Yl :35720 : Chip select for the 5Y6522 controller chip

6522

Line 200 initiates the PB7 pulses and enables count inputs. The PB7 pulse is
used to provide gating for the data pulses into the programmable interval timer. It is
written in machine language to facilitate the initiation of the processes required to
enable data from the ion chamber, in the form of pulses, to be placed onto the
microprocessor's bus.
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POKE Vl + 2,728 Data direction register B programmed an
output. Timed intemrpt each time the intemrpt timer, "T1", is loaded resulting in a
single programmable width pulse or a one-shot output.

POKE V1 + 4, 80 Tl low-order counter. T1 programmed to
produce a single negative pulse on the PB7 peripheral pin.

POKE Vl + 11,192 Address the Auxiliary control register. T1
ptoduces a square-wave output.

POKE Vl + 12,236 Address the Peripheral control register.
CB2 is set high and CBI set low for w¡ite handshaking of the PB port with the
peripheral device on CAl and CA2 with both set for an intemrpt control with a negative
active edge. This basically disables the 8253 and enables the A/D converter, (not used,
see chapter 6), for the recording of the pressure in the double ionization chamber if the
data run is to be saved onto floppy disk for latter analysis.

POKE Vl + 14, 0 Bit 7 of the intemrpt enable register is
loaded with a 0 thereby setting and clearing all the intemrpt flag registers.

8253

POKE CI + 7, 48
POKE CI + 7,712
POKE Ct + 7,176

respctively.
Mode 0 loaded to the 0, 1,2 counters

POKE Cl + 4,255 : POKE Cl + 4,255
POKE Cl + 5,255 : POKE Cl + 5,255
Counters 1 and 2 loaded with the maximum count (65,535) which is loaded

LSB first. Counters are now ready to perform their duties.

POKE Cl + 6, 9 : POKE Cl + 6, 0
Counter 0 is loaded, (LSB first), with the number of P7 clock pulses, with the

P7 clock pulses set at 0.13 s, then the period for which the counter rvindow is open is
set to 1.17 s.
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